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Abstract 
This thesis descriis the development of an algorithm for adaptive hypertext clustering 
(AHC), which is intended to provide accurate and rapid classification of Web documents. 
The thesis begins with an o v e ~ e w  of the traditional techniques for document clustering 
on the WWW. These techniques mostly, if not exclusively, focus on information 
delivered in texhial form. Mormver, they exploit similar concepts in order to extract the 
most helpful words, within a collection of document, for clustenng purposes. The 
experimental results obtained show that the traditional techniques require improvements 
in the term- or word-vector representation of Web pages, especially when applied to Web 
collections dealing with one or a few particular topics. On the other hand, the results 
obtained by experimenting with the modified TFlIDF mode1 and the use of word 
correlation prove that, following term and inter-term statistics, it is possible to extract 
valuable data on word importance. This howledge can be used in the compression of 
irrefevant or less salient words, and lead to a more appropnate and rapid classification of 
word-vectors. In addition to suboptimal performance in the area of word-vector space 
creation, the traditional techniques have another significant limitation in comrnon. They 
usually employ mathematically simpie, and for that reason slow, clustering algorithms. 
For every new set of documents added to a previously classified collection, these 
algorithrns require a complete reclassification Artificiai neural networks (ANNs) based 
on unsupervised leaming have a powemil ability to organize themselves to leam 
categories of patterns, and then to recognize subsequent patterns in terms of learned 
categories. From the perspective of document classification and retrieval, this implies 
that ANNs enable cluster search and thereby reduce search time. Furthemore, they can 
provide the accommodation of new documents without a complete reclassification as 
required with some other algorithms. However, a number of results obtained, and 
presented in this work, show that some ANN algorithms, such as the self-organizing map 
(SOM) algorithrn and hard competitive leaming (HCL), produce resdts dependent on the 
input data distribution density, and therefore may not be appropriate for document 
clustering tasks. On the other hand, a modified adaptive resonance theory (ART2) is 
s h o w  to overcome the main drawbacks of the SOM and HCL, and provide perfectly 
stable multi-hierarchical clustering. Moreover, ART2 in conjunction with cornpetitive 
Hebbian leanüng (CH.) exhiiits a very interesting ability to preserve the topology of 
input data, and enable the remeval of related or relevant groups of documents. The 
WWW is a hypertext collection, and a more sophi sticated clustering algorithrn, intended 
to provide satisfactoty results in the generd case of Web page categorization, has to 
incorporate d l  available information. The main problem of combined hyper-text 
clustering is regarding the requirement for a muiti-space representation of Web 
documents. The adaptive hypertext clustering ( M C )  algorithm, based upon the rnodified 
ART2, is shown to successfully cope with this problem, and depending on the required 
mode of operation rnay produce either pure text-base& hyper dimension - based, or 
combined hypertext clustering. 
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Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

According to certain statistics [LI], the WWW consists of several million sites, its sue is 
doubling every 53 days, and 3000 new sites are added daily. There is no doubt that the 
Web has already becorne the largest hypertext and one of the largest digital collections or 
libraries in the world There are many situations in which recognizing and grouping 
similar or related Web pages is an important issue. Examples are search engines, on-line 
catalogs, and personal boolanarks. In Mew of the size of the Web, it i s  easy to understand 
that any kind of manual classification will eventually be prohibitively time-consuming. 
Therefore considerable emphasis is currently placed upon rapid, accunite, automatic 
hypertext clustering algorithms. 

Most of the existing techniques for page classification on the World Wide Web are based 
on text-only analysis. Althougb the techniques based on text-only analysis give raîher 
good results, it should not be forgoîien that the Web is a hypertext collection. "Hypertext 
is a system that links documents to other related documents on the same machine or 
across networks"[l. 11. Hypertext documents, beside their textual content, have some 
additional semantic information embedded in links. Recently, several advanced 
techniques for h ypertext classification have been pro posed These promise im proved 
results for clustenng based on wmbined texhial and link information, but mostly when 
applied to some special cases. Moreover, they oflen assume the knowledge of some not 
publicly available data, and therefore can not be employed fiom a comrnon user's 
desktop. 

It may be observed that nearly d l  currently used document classification systems on the 
Web, the traditional and the advanced, have several limitations in common. First, they 
usually employ a mathematically simple, but for that reason slow, clustering algorithm. It 
is usually complete link clustering [1.2, 1-31 (more details in section 3.2.2), entirely based 



on scalar inner products of word vectoa (defined in section 2.2). in a complete link 
clustering process for a collection, each document is initially a cluster by itself For every 
pair of pages with their wrresponding vectors, the inner product must be computed The 
best matching document pain are successively clustered into progressively larger 
clustea, and the process continues until clusten reach a sufEcient size which has been 
defined in advance. For every new document added to the collection, its distance from al1 
existing clusters has to be detemineci before the document can be grouped with the 
semantically closest cluster. This method is cornputationally expensive and, since it 
doesn't involve any type of leaming, does not have the ability to discover the real nature 
of the information space to which it is applieci The second common limitation or 
wealmess is that the word vector dimensionality is very large, even for small collections. 
For example, in [1.4] each document was presented with a 500dimensional vector 
(collection size unspecified), in [l -51 with a 669-dimensional vector (for a collection 
consisting of 33 documents), and in [1.6] with a 360-dùnensional vector (for 240 on-line 
articles). Any clustering or related wmputations based upon word-vecton of this size is 
expected to result in very slow document processing. Third, we are aware of no text-only 
classification technique which explores correlations between the most salient words in a 
collection. This knowledge can be very helpful in dirnensionality reduction. 

1.2 Overview 

Chapter 2 describes the purpose and importance of word vector space creation in tenns 
of text-only Web page categorization. The discussion is followed by the results regarding 
a collection of Web documents related to the subject of neural networks. In particular, 
section 2.3 describes a conventional method for word vector space creation, pointing out 
its main disadvantages. It aiso presents a new technique (modified TF/IDF) 
demonstrating its advantages over earlier methods. Section 2.4 introduces the concept of 
word correlation, and explains how it could be usefùl in order to achieve a rapid and 
appropriate clustering. In section 2.5 some results obtained applying modified TFADF 
and word correlations to a smaller set of Web documents on various topics are presented. 

Chapter 3 presents the most fkquently used unsupervised artificial neural network (ANN) 
leming techniques and explains why they shouid or should not be used for page 
classification on the WWW. Section 3.2 gives a brief review of the theory of information 
clustering and retrieval, and introduces the main requirements that an algorithm has to 
satisfy in order to provide a satisfactory Web document categorization. Section 3.3 
introduces the concept of unsupervised ANN learning. Section 3.4 presents the self- 
organizing feature map (SOM) algorithm, while section 3.5 presents standard or hard 
cornpetitive leaming (HCL). Experimeotal resuits given in each section ver@ that neither 
of the two algorithms is appropriate for document clustering tasks. Section 3.6 introduces 
a new dgorithm, which is a variation on adaptive resonance theory (ART). Several 



examples given in this section demonstrate that the modified ART2 algorithm 
successfidly deals with growing collections of non-uniforni document distribution, and 
produces stable hierarchical clustering Section 3.7 presents cornpetitive Hebbian 
leaming (CHL), and demonstrates how modified ART2 in conjunction with CHL wuld 
be a very sophisticated Web clustering tool. 

Chapter 4 introduces a new method for universal hypertext clustering based on modified 
ART2 In particular, section 4.2 describes the characteristics of the WWW as a 
hypertexhial collection, and presents some of the existing techniques for hypertext 
clustering. Section 4.3 presents the most important bctional hypertext categories 
encountered on the Web, and introduces twelve hyper dimensions that cm provide for a 
successful discrimination among the functional categories. This section also contains a 
cornparison of the text-ody and hyper dimensions - oniy based clustering for a group of 
documents on the same topic. Section 4.4 describes the main problems of a combined 
hyper-text clustering, and explains how these problems could be overcome wiîh the 
adaptive hypertext clustering (AHC) algorithm introduced in this chapter. The AHC 
algorithm is applied to three cdlections ofdifferent thematic and functional profiles, and 
the corresponding resuits are shown. 

Chapter 5 gives a bnef presentation of the Java software implementation which was 
written to perform the experiments. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the work, and describes some ideas about related research which 
appears promising. 
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Word- Vector Space Creation 
wing Modcwd TFnDF and Word Correlafion 

2.1 Introduction 

Traditional techniques for page classification on the World Wide Web are based on text 
only andysis, and they often provide satisfactory if suboptimal results. It is observed that 
most of these methods require improvements in terms of word-vector representation of 
Web pages, especially when applied to Web collections dealing with one or a few 
particular topics. This chapter introduces a modification of a well known mie for 
information retrieval, and the utilization of word correlation The algorithm was 
employed in clustering 21 8 Web pages related to the subject of neural networks. The 
results were uçefùl in arriving at an efficient word- or term-vector representation, in order 
to achieve a rapid and appropriate clustering based on content of on-line documents. The 
term vecton derived using this algorithm were classified using a modified adaptive 
resonance ttieory (ART) algorithm, an unsupe~sed leamhg method in ar t i f id  neural 
networks which is proven to provide very accurate and sophisticated clustering (Chapter 
3). Examples of the results are presented in the chapter, suggesting several benefits of 
ernploying the methods. 

2.2 Background 

Most of the existing techniques for automatic classification of on-line documents are 
based on independent work by Saiton [2.1,2.2] and Rijsbergen [2.3]. Although Salton's 
work is oriented toward information clustering and Rijsbergen's toward information 
retrieval, their basic ideas are very similar. Both assume that the content or meaning of a 
page is uniquely defined by its textual or word content "Text words are content 
identifjmg units" r2.11. Weighting the words accordkg to how ofien they appear 



in a document, and how often they appear in the overall collection, it is possible to obtain 
a vector representation of the text This provides one representation of the content or 
meaning of the document. Also, the similarity between two pages can be determined by 
cornparhg their corresponding word-vectors. 

One can usefully regard the WWW as an information space. Accordingly, we can 
imagine Web pages or hypertext documents as points or vectos in that space, where each 
vector dimension corresponds to a chosen word The amplitudes associated with the 
various vector dimensions indicate the presence or fiequency of the corresponding words. 
Since the WWW contains documents on various topics, the number of distinguishable 
words appearing in al1 existing Web pages is indefinite, which means that the WWW is a 
space of effectively infinite dimensionality. However, if one focuses on Web documents 
related to a specific topic such as  biology, music, or in our case neural networks, the set 
of words appearing in these documents is less heterogeneous. For example, it is not 
common to find words such as cell, molecule, or DNA outside of biology related pages. 
This means that Web documents dealing with one or a few particular topics fom a 
subspace in the global indefinite information space, of a finite dimensionality. The 
dimensionality is defined by the number of distuiguishable words appearing within the 
relevant documents. Every collection of such documents ernbodies sub-topics, and the 
main task for c l u s t e ~ g  techniques is to identify those subsets. A clustering algorithm is 
intended to form a number of smaller clusters such that the documents within a cluster 
are more similar, or closer according to a particuiar distance metric, than the documents 
in neighboring clusters. 

Although Web documents dealing with one particular topic fom a finite subspace in the 
global information space, clustering within such a collection may be a difficult task- 
Ambiguity of some documents ofien results in a number of partially overlapping clusters, 
and implies that some words (dimensions) appear in more than one sub-group. Therefore, 
sub-group identification should not be based on the presence of individual words only, 
but should incorporate inter-word statistics. The following sections present some 
methods that provide improved word-vector space creation and more efficient clustering 
within a set of Web documents on the same topic. 

2.3 Word-Vector Space Creation 

2.3.1 Zipf s Law 

Let us assume that a given collection is spatially boimded inside the global Web 
information space, which means it contains a finite number of distinguishable words. An 
accurate and computationally efficient clustering would depend upon mapping this 
document collection onto a smaller number of dimensions or words. These words would 
be those most effective in discriminating among documents. The most commonly used 



approach to this problem is to simply gather al1 words appearing in a set of documents, 
and to exclude d l  d l e d  stop words which are not useful in discrimination because 
they are too common in the English language. After SUEX stripping or stemming, which 
helps to detect equivalent stems (words with the same root), a prescribed number of the 
most hquently occurrïng ternis is used for creaîïng the word vector space. This is a 
direct implernentation of Zipf s Law. More details appear in L2.31. We have applied this 
standard approach to a collection of 218 Web pages dealing with the subject of neural 
networks in its various aspects. A total number of 7000 words or stems was 
distinguished, and according to the Zipf s law, the most highly ranked tems were: 

The URLs of the 2 18 W e b  pages employed in the collection is given in Appendix 1. The 
list of stop words employed was from [2.3] (Appendix 2), and stemming was done 
according to [2.4] (Appendix 3). 

It is observed that words such as neural and network are the primary representatives of 
the group in this simple approach, but they obviously don? have any discrimioation 
power within this collection, since they are expected to occur in every document. One 
possible modification of this implementation would be to eliminate a number of the most 
highly ranked tenns. But how many of these should be eliminated? Since document 
classification is intended to be automatic, that number must be precisely defined in 
advance. Based upon our expenence in dealing with this problem, it is impossible to 
provide a unique solution for an arbitrary collection. The number of words that should be 
removed depends both upon the size of the collection and upon the divenity of its 
documents. 

2.3.2 Modified TF/IDF Mode1 

Since the results obtained using Zipf s law were not very satisfactory, another approach 
which was a modification of the well hown term-kquency / inverse docurnent- 
frequency model, was tested on the same collection [2.2,2.3]. This model was originally 
created to improve term weighting for the purpose of effective information retrieval. The 
standard form of this method, which was employed in our work for word vector 
calculation of individual documents, is represented by 



where wk is the weight of term Ti, in document Di and if* is the fkquency of occurrence 
of term Tk in document Di , N is the number of documents in the collection, and ~ll; the 
number of documents containhg TL . III order to find the most salient words within the 
entire collection, we have replaced the standard fom with 

where wk is the weight of tenn Tk to the collection and ndk is the normalized lkequency 
of occurrence of term Tk in the collection. In this approach the mode1 takes on a different 
meaning. According to (2.2), words which appear sufficiently often in only a few 
documents, meaning that they might be representatives of sub-groups within the main 
wllection, are expected to be highly ranked At the same h e ,  words which appear either 
very rarely or t w  often in member documents are scored low. Figure 2.1 illustrates the 
dependence of word discrimination power on document frequency and normalized term 
fiequency within a collection of 100 documents. 

Figure 2.1 Word discrimination power within a collection of 100 documents 

The most highly ranked tems or stems in this case turned out to be 

It is observeci that by randomly employing a number of words fiom the top of this list 
without human observation, it is possible to automatically form a word vector space of 
sufficient discrimination power for a sensible clustering It is also obvious that some 
words such as Siren, and IEEE, dthough not wmmon (often institution names), had high 
rankiogs. This was the result of a relatively small collection size, so their nomalized 
importance was not diminished Otten those words had appeared in short documents, so 



that their normalized terni frequencies ek were large, or they had appeared in a single 
document, so that their inverse document fkquencies log(N/~%) were large. Regarding 
normalization, we have attempted to avoid favontism based on document length- Words 
fiom longer documents tend to exhibit larger tf& in Eqn (2.1) which implies larger overall 
terni fiequency tfik . Each & was in o u -  method divided by the total number of 
distinguishable words or stems found in the same document. The nomalized tfk were 
summed to calculate the total ~k 

where ndw, is the number of distinguishable words found in document Di . Combining a 
number of the most highly ranked ternis from this new list based on the modified TF/IDF 
rnodel, an initial 192-dimensional word vector space was created This list is available in 
Appendix 4. 

Figure 2.2 shows the clustering obtained within the initial word vector space. As it cm be 
observed, the requested number of clusters was 40. Analysing the fomed clusters and the 
wrresponding documents, it was apparent that the network recognized the main thematic 
subcategones. However, in a number of cases it failed to place documents on the same or 
related topics to one mutual group, primarily because these documents were based on 
different vocabulary. Thereby, for example, even though the documents nom the groups 
book and handbook were thematically very close, they rernained within separate cluster 
because they had different words dorninating. 

Figure 2.2 Document clustering in 1 92-dimensional space 



2.4 Word Correlations 

It is a common classification problern to work in a space, containing a set of vectors to be 
clustered, whose dimensionality considerably exceeds the number of expected groups 
w i t h  the piven set in such cases a few dimensions are likely to appear in a similar 
manner, while they rarely cooccur with some other dimensions. More specifically, there 
exist stroog positive and negative correlations among the vector components or 
dimensions, and the unification or compression of strongly correlateci dimensions is a 
reasonable basis for dimensionality reduction. This approach is commonly employed in 
mavariate statistical rnethods such as principal components analysis 12-51. For on-line 
document classification, this assumption bas a deeper meaning. Correlations and 
~t~lticorrelations among words or dimensions suggest semantically close or distant 
concepts, forming a language corpus for a parîicular suhopic. Let us assume that corri, is 
the correlation between words Ti and T, within the entire collection, and c o q  is the 
correlation between Ti and Tj within document 4 . If 

O, when Ti doesn' t appear in D, 

- 1, when Ti appears and T, doesn' t appear in D, (2.4) 

+ 1, when Ti appears and T, appears in D, 

and 

where n, is the number of documents containing Ti , then coq, (Vij) ranges between -1 
and + 1. If Ti usually appears when T, appears, corri, is a positive real number close to + 1. 
On the other han& if Ti seldom appears when T, appean, con,, is a negative real number 
dose to -1. Finaily cor$ # COmji which irnplies a general antisymmetry. This final feature 
is of special importance, since the correlations between two words Ti and T, in both 
directions automaticdly describe the relation beîween the group of documents containhg 
Ti (Gi) and the group containing Tj (G,). For example, if coq, 4 and corn,; a 1, then G, is 
certainly a mal1 subset of Gj, while for con,, 6 1  and corrji -1 Gi and Gj have ahost  no 
common elements On the other hand corr. =1 (Vi) implies an autocorrelation or word 
~elf-conelation. 



\ documents cmtaining wottï3 

Figure 2.3 Relations between groups of documents containing particular words 

The implementation of (2.4) and (2.5) on the most salient 192 words nom our collection 
of 218 neural network Web pages venfied the existence of strong inter-term correlations, 
but it also indicated the necessity for some preprocessing. In particular, results such as 

applet -+ @va 
stock + market 
dendtït(e) + neumn 
VLSI + hadwaqe) 
professor + univemCrty) 
institut(e) + research 

where the nurnber to the right is the correlation, could have been expected since words 
such as stock and market are concephially close, and often occu. together in everyday 
conversations. From a different point of view, the strong correlation 

radial + tùnction 1-0 
speech + recognitfion) O. 846 
genet(ic) + algonithm O. 739 
Heb(bian) 3 mI(e) O. 600 
Markov -+ mode1 0.571 
princip(a1) + campon(ent) O. 428 

despite the semantic distance between the words in everyday language was p ~ c u l a r l y  
encouraging, since, for example, radial basis functions are well known in neural network 
terminology. Specifically, this meant that positive word wrrelation wuld detect cornmon 
domainspecific phnises. Other results nich as 



M-organ~iIZIng) + soin - 1.0 som -+ &qan(l=zing) - 1-0 
book + handbook - 1.0 handbook + book - 1.0 
email + e-mai/ - 0.851 e-maif + email - O. 833 
ml- 7' pmfotyp(e) - O. 894 plototyp(e) + mode1 - O. O90 
tutori(afl) + ledurle) - O. 894 Muf le)  + Moti(all) - O. 733 

were opposite to the normal meaning of anticorrelation, although this also might have 
been anticipetted Anticorrelation, as mentioned earlier, may imply that two words do not 
appear together because they are semantically distant However, in this we,  the words 
mode1 and prototype, for instance, did not appear together for a different r e m  because 
they were almost synonymous. 

A methd to avoid those computaîionally correct, but conceptually unreasonable, cases 
was to fom groups of identicai, similar, or wnceptually related terms, called 
thesaunises. F o I I o ~  thesaurus creation, the 192-dimensional word-vector space was 
compressed into a 125dimensional space. This aspect of compression implies that 
certain dimensions in the new tem-vector space corresponded, not to words, but to terms 
or concepts captured by sets of related words. Note that this step of dimensionality 
reduction can be automatic provided an on-iine set of thesaunises was available. This 
compressed Iist of 125 thesaunises is available in Appendix 5. 

Ushg the modified expressions (2.4) and (2.5) 

i O, if no Tm t, ththesaunis THi appearr in Dk 

corrkij = -1. if any Tm E thesaurus THi appears and no T, E TH- appean in Dk (2.6) 
J 

+ 1, if any Tm E thesaurus THi and any T, E TH - appean in Dk 
J 

where ni is the number of documents containkg any Tm fkom TH, , new results were 
obtained. Note that this is the same equation as (2.5) but the meaning of the terms are 
different According to these results, if a group of words TH, was strongly posihvely 
correlated to a number of other groups it was eliminated. This was done in such a way 
that it was added to those TH, in proportion to its correlation factor. Thus, in calculating 
the tem fFequency tf for thesaurus THj, al1 of its original words contribute with their full 
tf, , while those fiom TE& contribute with the product corrux tf; . 



G, - group of documents containing a word~TH,  

Figure 2.4 Thesaunis correlation as a precondition for thesaunis elimination 

Figure 2.4 explains why correlations 20.5 or 5 -0.5 were considered as being of special 
importance. For this case, if a document Dn belongs to GI (i-e. contains a word fiom 
THI), and corr12d, it means the probability that Dn belongs to G2 is only %. in general, 
the correlations around zero value don't offer auy relevant Uiformation. On the other 
hand, corr 132û.5 indicates that Dn belongs to G3 with a probability in the range fiom 0.75 
to 1, while C O ~ I ~ =  -1 indicates that Dn is definitely not an element of G4. This means that 
al1 strong correlations (either positive or negative) provide useful information. 

Only groups of words with at least one correlation greater than 0.5, excluding 
autocomelation, were considered for compression. It made sense to insist on such a strict 
criterion for the following reasom. First, according to figure 2, the value of 0.5 
considerably reduces the expected error probability, in working with the reduced word 
set. Second, if a thesaurus (THi) doesn't have significant positive correlations, then the 
other groups of words are above a minimum semantic distance. It was shown that 
elimination of a TH, which did not have at least one corrleation greater than 0.5 causeci 
the disappearance, or unsuitable replacement, of the corresponding concept in the word- 
vector space. 

/ hardwar 

circuit + chip 0.571 chip + circuit 0.0 
circuit -, hardwar 0.571 hafûwar -, circuit -0.56 
cinicit + project 0.7 14 prajed + circuit 4.688 
cinicit -, implement 0.857 impiement I* circuit -0.633 

Figure 2.5 Experimental result 



Figure 2.5 is based on real experimental data. The stem circuit (Le. the group of words it 
represented) had a few strong positive correlations, and it was expected that the 
elimination of this thesaurus would not result in a conceptual loss. The clustering results 
obtained verified that words ch*, hdwar(e), projecf and implement were able to 
sernanticaily compensate for its removai. On the other hanci, a single modest positive 
comlation between bdwar(e) and implement (0.28) was not used in the same manner, 
since it wuld have caused considerable conceptual errors. There were 14 eliminated 
words 

within the 125-dimensional word-vector space, so this aspect of hensiondi ty  reduction 
resulted in a I l  1-dimensional terni-vector space- This is a significant improvement in 
view of the weil known curse of dimensionality in multivariate statistics [2.5]. This list of 

I 
1 -ea -4m CC~+- -*P - e s  si- 

Figure 2.6 Document clustering in 1  1  1-dimensional space 

The clustering obtained within the 1 1 ldimensional word vector space is shown in Figure 
2.6. A comparative analysis of the clusters formed within the initial and final word vector 
space, using the same clusterhg algonthm, has shown the following: 

Although based on an identical set of words, organized in a different manner, the initial 
and final terrn-vector space did not result in identicai clusters. When compared to human 
performance of Web document classification, the final word vector space provided very 
accurate resuits. Moreover, when tested on a set of new documents that had not been 
included in the process of word vector space creaîion, the neural network based on the 
fuial word vector space perfonned very satisfactory classification. On the other han4 it 
was observed that an optimal categorization was impossible within the initial word vector 



space, mainly because strongly related words were treated as completely independent or 
uncorrefated dimensions. An example is the clusters volum(e), W e ) ,  and journal in 
Figure 2.2. Even though Web documents Erom these clusters were thematically close, 
they did not contain the same words, or their meaning was expressed through some other 
non-word data type. Therefore they ended up in separate clusters. However, when 
represented and clustered in a word vector space that recognized inter-term relationships, 
these documents becarne members of exactly one group j o m I  (Figure 2.6). The other 
very obvious example is the groups leciMe), and cours(e) in Figure 2.2. Both groups 
contained documents on NN courses, but their meaning was based on the domination of 
different terms. However, the two groups merged into one cluster cours(e) for the case in 
Figure 2.6. The lists of d l  clusters from Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.6 with their Web page 
sources are available in Appendix 6 and Appendix 7. In addition to the improvement 
regarding more sophisticated clustering, dimensionality reduction based on term and 
inter-term statistics offers another significant advanbge: 

The clustering conducted in the initial 192-dimensional word vector space required 
nearly 40 percent more time than the clustering in the final I l  1-dimensional space, 
although they were performed for the same set of documents and for the sarne number of 
output nodes (clusters). In general, it is observed that lower dimensionality substantially 
reduces computation tirne, which may altemtively result in considerable improvements 
in clustering a particular collection of documents in a given time, parhcularly when 
applied to large collections of several thousand documents. 

2.5 Discussion of Modified IFmF and Word Correlation 

The methods presented in the previous sections were tested on a number of Web 
collections of various profiles and sizes. In al1 the cases the modified TF/IDF mode1 
provided better identification of the most salient words when cornpared to the results 
obtained by Zipf s law. Dimensionality reduction based on term and inter-term statistics 
was extremely usefbl for Web collections dealing with one or a few particular topics, but 
did not have the same effectiveness for smaller collections with many different (mutually 
exclusive) topics involved An illustration is regarding the collection presented in Table 
2.1. The conesponding URLs are giveo in Appendix 8. 

Table 2.1 

-- - - 

WC (CamPW) 
tennis 

voUeybaH 
accordion 

i- 
Philosoph~ 

neural netmwlcs 
wa 

number of documents 

6 
4 
4 
s 
3 
2 
1 



Words with the highest discrimination power according to the modified TFmlF were: 

terni philosophi. i- volieybai. jazz, jmu, accord netaal. bail. 
m i c .  document, tabl, network ... . 

Employing 25 words fiom the top of this list, without human intervention, it was possible 
to form a word vector space of suficient discriminatory power. In particular, the 
clustering obtained in the given space using modified ART2 (more details in section 
3.6.3) was completely satisfactory. It was obsemed that in this case the idornation on 
inter-term statistics could not provide any M e r  improvements in clustering. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Traditional techniques for on-line document clustering, founded on independent work by 
SaIton and by Rijsbergen, may not always provide satisfactory performance. The results 
obtained by experimenting with the modifieci TF/IDF mode1 and the use of word 
correlation have proved that, by considering term and inter-terni statistics within a 
collection, it is possible to extract vaiuable data on word importance. This knowledge 
can be used in the compression of words that are irrelevant or les  salient, particularly for 
clustering tasks. It has ken  shown that a clustering performed in the compressed word 
vector space significantly better emulates the way in which humans organize information. 
Moreover, word compression leads to subsequent analysis of the corresponding group of 
documents in a lower dimensionai tenn-vector space. Lower dimensionality implies 
substantially reduced computation, either for simple clustering algonthms or for 
advanced learning methods. It has k e n  proved that many of these tasks grow 
exponentially with dùnensionality. Therefore, word vector space creation based on 
combined TFmlF mode1 and word correlation can ensure an accurate and rapid 
clustering based on content of Web documents. 
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Neural Networks for Document Clustering 

3.1 Introduction 

In our research we are investigating the relative advantages and disadvantages of 
unsupewised artificial neural network (ANN) leaming algorithrns based upon winner- 
take-al1 hard competitive Learning algorithm, the self-organinng map (SOM) algorithm, 
and the adaptive resonance theory (ART), for the purpose of an efficient document 
classification and retrïeval. The following sections provide theoretical background on 
each of the algorithms and present some of the results we have obtained when with these 
meîhods. A new algorithm, which is a variation on adaptive resonance theory, and the 
corresponding results, is dso  introduced This algonthm is demonstrateci to overcome the 
main limitations of standard ART, and can successfbLly deal with growing collections of 
non-uni fom document distribution. FinaIly, a rnethod that provides topo logy 
presewation (competitive Hebbian leaniing) is introduced, and some results regarding the 
utilkition of the modified ART algorithm with CJ3L are shown. 

Most of the experiments presented in this chapter are related to the Web document 
collection from Table 2.1 . However, some results are also show regarding its 
approximate two-dimensionai projection The purpose of these experiments was 
primady to provide a better understanding of the algorithms and their hinctionality, by 
rnaking the final results observable since they are only two-dimensional. 

3.2 Background 

3.2.1 Information Retrieval 

As indicated in Cpahter 1, due to the incredible increase in the amount of electronically 
available information of the past few yean, efficient methods of iItfomtion retrevol 
(IR) have recentiy been given a great deal of attention Generally speaking, Uiformation 



retrieval is as a cornmon name for a nurnber of different methods wtiich are intended to 
provide acciwte and rapid access to information of interest When applied to search 
engines, on-line cataiogs, and personai boa-, the word in$onnation wuid be simply 
replaced by doctnnerzf- Accordingly, in the case of document retrieval the information of 
interest is the subset of documents which are relevant to a query - search request . 

While document retrieval focuses on fïnding a prticular set of documents in a database, 
donmient browsing provides a geneml knowledge of what type of documents the 
database contaim. Therefore document browsing is considered to be a supplement to 
conventional IR by allowing the reader to discover retrievai cues that successively can be 
used for further query formulation. 

Conventional document-retrieval techniques are mainly based on seriul search, which 
rneans that a given query has to be matched with each document in the collection in order 
to find the relevant ones. Although serid search may provide adequate results in some 
cases, it is acknowledged to be extremely slow. This especially applies to real-time 
information systems which are expected to simultaneously provide seMce to many users. 

Sophisticated and efficient document-reîrieval systems are based on cluster search 
strategies. M e a d  of wnducting a search through the entire collection, these systems 
first classify documents into subject areas, then confine the search to certain groups only. 
In other words, they use the following overall strategy: 
* Clusters of related documents are constructed by comparing their identifiers (word 

vectors). 
* Each document cluster is represented by a special word vector, known as the cluster 

centroid. 
* A given query is compmed against the centroids of al1 document groups, and only 

documents located in clusters with sufficiently hi& query-centroid similanties are 
retri eved. 

Undoubtedly, reducing the number of required cornparisons between documents and 
queries, chter  se~rch provides enhanced retrieval. Moreover, systems that employ this 
strategy are very convenient for browsing operatioos, since each cluster centroid may be 
considered as a compact representation of a number of documents. The outline of a 
clustered document wllection is given in Figure 3.1. 



Figure 3.1 Clustered document collection 

According to Figure 3.1, a collection may have several types of cenîroids: hypercen~oid - 
which represents the center of the wmplete collection, supercentroi& - which represent 
the next level of granularity, cenîroids - which represent regular clusters. Within such a 
hierarchically o r w e d  system, a search for relevant documents is conducted by 
comparing the queiy first against the highest-level centroids. Then, only for those higher- 
level centroids thai are show to be sufficiently similar to the query, the search is 
continued. 

The following figure shows a search tree for the clustered collection of Figure 3.1 . 

X X X  X X  X X  

Figure 3.2 Search tree for clustered collection of Figure 3.1 

Mulli-Ievel cluster semch, based on a hierarchical cluster structure as presented in Figure 
3.2, provides signifiant improvements in retrieval efficiency. As a simple illustration, the 
following table shows the number of cornparisons that should be performed in order to 



find the best match to the given request from Figure 3.1 (the two documents within 
cluster C z), using diserent search techniques. 

I search fechnique 1 number of cornparisons 

Table 3.1 Cornparisons of some search techniques 

serial search 
twr>-level cluster search 

(based on œntroids, and documents) 
three-Ievel cluster search 

(based on superwntroids, centroids, and documents) 

Although hierarchical document clustering evidently reduces search rime, and increases 
the efficiency of document retrieval, enhanced efficiency does not necessa.ly provide 
improved accuracy. Retrieval accuracy, also known as precision and recail, entirely 
depends on the nature of the clustering algorithm applied If the algonthm cannot 
simulate the human organization of information, precision and recall will be 
wmpromised. 

18 

6 

5 

Accordhg to Rijsbergen [3.1], clustering algorithms for information classification and 
retrieval should satisfy three conditions: 
1) The algorithm should produce a clustering which is unlikely to be altered drastically 

when further objects are incorporated, i-e. it is stable under growth 
2) The rnethod is also stable in the sense that small errors in the description of the 

objects lead to small changes in the clustering 
3) The resultant clustering is independent of the initial ordering of the objects. 
"Any cluster method which does not satisfy these conditions is unlikely to produce any 
meaningful experimental results." [3.1] 

3.2.2 SinglcLhk Clusterhg and CompletoLink Clostering 

In document classification single-link clwtering and cornpiete-lznk clustering are 
fiequently used techniques. Both algorithms are hierarchical, and exploit the following 
principle: initially each document is a cluster by itself, then the two most similar items 
are combined into a bigger cluster. The clustering process continues recursively until 
only a single cluster remains. The only difference between these algorithms is the 
criterion which is applied when two documents, or clwters, are to merge into a larger 
cluster. Ln single-link clustering the similarity between two clusters is defined as the 
similarity between the most similar pair of items fiom the two clusters. On the other 
hanci, in wmplete-link clustering the cluster similarity is the similariîy between the least 
similar pair of items. 

.- -- - -- - - .  
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The main disadvantage of single-link and complete-link clustering is that, whenever two 
clusters are considered for merging, al1 their painvise similarities have to be lmown in 
order to find the most (or least) similar pair of items from the two clusters. Therefore, 
cluster centroids are not exploiteci throughout the process of clustering. Put another way, 
no Iearning is involveci. Furthemore, for a new set of documents added to a previously 
classified collection, these algorithms require a complete reclassification That rnay be 
very computationaily expensive and inefficient, especially for large collections, or 
collections that are fiequently changing. 

3 3  Leaming in Unsupervised Artifilcial Neural Networks 

Artificial neural networks can be viewed as an extension of conventional techniques in 
statistical pattern recognition. [3.2] However, the feahte that significantly distinguishes 
ANNs form the other techniques is the constraint that pattern-information processing be 
canïed out in a selfconsistent manner, in a network of elemental processors - artificial 
neurons. With the nervous system analogy as the main inspiration, A N N s  have received 
and exploiteci a number of useful principles mherited nom neurobiotogy and psychology. 
However, from the point of Mew of statistical pattern recognition, the most important 
property of ANNs is their powerful ability to organize themselves to lem categories of 
patterns, and then to recognize subsequent patterns in ternis of learned categories. There 
are two basic types of neural network leaming: superviseci and unsupe~sed  

In 1perursed lemzng for each input pattern the value of the desired output is specified. 
The desired output is defined as the optimum action to be performed by the neural 
network The network parameters are adjusteci under the combined influence of the input 
vector and the error signal. The error signai is the difference between the achial response 
of the network and the desired response. 

In unsupervised leaming the use of target data (desired output) is not involved. Instead, 
the goal is to discover the distribution of the ensemble of input patterns. In other words, 
if the mechanism that generates the patterns also segregates them into clusters in a 
meanuigful manner, then by using unsupewised leaming the location and distribution of 
these clusters can be identified. Momver, neural networks based on unsupe~sed 
leaming (self-organization) have the ability to employ statistical knowledge about the 
input data to classify new 'previously unseen' patterns. This ability is called 
generalization, and is at the root of al1 of the most effective information agents. 

From the perspective of ANNs, document classification, which ideally should be 
performed without any human intervention (target data), is a standard unsupeMsed 
leamhg problem. On the other hanci, fiom the perspective of document clustering and 
retrieval, A N N s  based on self-organization are appealing for several reasons. 



First, providing cluster identification, ANNs can undoubtedly enable cluster search and 
thereby reduce search time. Furthemore, cluster identification is the key to efficient 
browsing. Fidly, the generalization in terms of a previously clustered collection means 
tha new documents can be automatically added and classified, without a complete 
reclassification as required with single and complete link clustering. Ail this suggests that 
the utilkation of unsupe~sed ANN leamhg for document ciustering tasks can offer a 
number of advantages. 

Among the most widespread unsuperviseci ANN le-g methods used are standard 
( k d )  cornpetitive leaming, the self-organizing map (SOM) algorithm, and adaptive 
resoaance theory (ART). Although quite different in the des  they employ and in the 
results they provide, these three algorithm are based on the same concept: for a new 
input vector the output neurons of the network compete among themselves with the result 
that only one output neuron is aaivated for any one input vector.[3.3] This concept, 
called winner-take-uil, enables the individual neurons of the network to specialize on sets 
of sirnilar patterns, and thereby to becorne fature detectors. 

3.3.1 Winner-Take-Al1 Corn petition 

One way to build the wùiner-take-all concept into a neural network is to include laterai 
wmections among the neurons, as shown in Figure 3.3. Through the lateral connections 
each node performs lateral inhibition, or, in other words, tends to inhibit the neurons to 
which it is connected 

Layer of 

input nodes 

Figure 3 -3 Network formed on 'winner-take-all' pnnciple 

Let wb(t) denote the lateral connection weight fiom output node k to output node j at 
time t. Then, 

for k = j 



Based on (3.1), the output y&) of neuron k at time t+ l is given by 

where idt) is the total extemal control exerted on neuron k by the weighted effect of the 
input signals. 

wkl denotes the weight connectïng input node 1 to output node k. N is the number of input 
nodes - the input data dimensionality. 

The function f in (3.2) is defined as 

From (3.3) it is evident that the output y&) 1s inhibited by al1 the other outputs. 
Therefore, for neuron k to be the winning node its ik(t) for a specified input pattern x(t) 
must be the largest arnong al1 the neurons in the network. 

3.4 The Self-Organinng Map Algorithm 

Results regarding the utilization of the SOM algorithm for the purpose of irnproved 
document clustering and rehieval are reported in [3.4]. According to the authors the 
SOM bas proven to be a useful tool in organizing a collection of documents, and in 
fxilitating browsing and searching of related items. However, the results we have 
obtained experimenting with the SOM, presented in section 3.4.2, showed that the 
algorithm produces results that are very dependent on the distribution of input data, and 
thereby fails to satisfL Rijsbergen's first criterion Accordingly, it is unable to provide 
optimal document retrieval (search), but nevertheless exhibits some interesthg feature in 
tenns of document browsing. 

3.4.1 An Overview of the SOM Algorithm 

The self-organizing featwe map algorithm was developed by Kohonen (1982), and the 
main inspiration for its creation came from the essential features of cornputahonal maps 
in the human brain The principal aim of this algorithm is to transfomi high-dimensional 
input data onto a one- or two4imensional discrete map, in such a way that neighborhood 



relations among the input vectors are preserved as far as possible. Higherdimensional 
maps are also obtalliable but are not common. The discrete map itself, in fact, is a two 
dunemional array of neurons (nodes) that are fuliy comected to the input nodes. Each 
node has an associateci refience vector w, which presents a vector in input space Rn. 
The number of nodes and the type of the array have to be dehed in advance, before any 
leaming occurs. The lattice type of the array can be rectangular (the mon common case) 
as illustrated in Figure 3.4, hexagonal, circular, or even irreguiar. 

- -  )- - - -  - - . --. 
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Figure 3.4 Twodimensional lanice of neurons 

The self-organizing rnap learning procedure is summarized as follows: 

1. Initialize the weight vectors wcJO) ( c, E C, C - set of output nodes ) randomly 
accordhg to Mx). 

2. Choose an input signal x according to the input distribution Mx). 

3. Determine the winner s such that 

4. Adjust each weight vector according to 

q(n) is a learning-rate parameter, and h, is a decaying neighbourhood fwiction. They are 
defined as follows: 



Q and qf are suitable initial and final values of the learning rate, is the total number 
of iterations. 

d(c,s) is the distance on the grid between the winning node s and an arbitrary node c. 

ai and of are suitable initial and final values of the standard deviation of the Gaussian. 

5. If n < nmX continue with step 2. 

The most important properties of the SOM algorithm are: 

* TopoZogy preservatzon 
This property implies that input vecton which are close in Rn should be mapped onto 
neighboring nodes in the lattice. Or, in other words, neighbouring nodes in the lattice 
should have similar input vectors rnapped onto them This is a direct consequence of the 
leaming process, which forces the weights of the winning node and, at the sarne time, its 
topologically closest neighboun to move toward the input veztor x Topology 
preservation leads to a number of practical application for the SOM algorithrn, 
p9iticularly the projection of data into a two-dirnensional space for visualisation 
purposes. However, in many cases when data is of a complex distribution and cornes 
from a high-dimensional space (without a nahiral2-D subspace of data) this feature is not 
achievable. In this case the SOM algorithm provides suboptimal placement of the 
reference vectors. 
* Dense  matchhg 
Density matching implies that the map can reflect variations in the distribution of input 
data Therefore, regions in the input space where the data shows high disiribution density 
are mapped onto larger domains of the map (larger regions of neurons). 

3.4.2 Experimental Results 

The experiments presented ùi this section were conducted using the Matlab Neural 
Network Toolbox [3.5]. In each case the network was trsined for 10000 iterations, 
although it was observed that for the collection sizes we were deaiing with, leaming 
stabilization was obtained after less then 5000 iterations. Aiso, in al1 cases network 
contained 12 nodes, ananged as a 4 x 3 grid Some experiments with a reduced number of 
neurons failed to provide sensible resuits. The learning rate q was O. 1. The neighbourhood 



h c t i o n  was chosen to be rectangular, so the leaming affecteci ody the winnllig node and 
its eight nearest topological neighbours. 

The fht  set of experiments was related to a two-dimeusional set containing twenty-five 
data points. This set was an approximate projection of the twenty-five 25-dimensional 
word vectors, calcdated for the Web collection as given in Table 2.1. 

Figure 3.5 a) shows the two-dimensional collection. Each cluster is denoted with the 
name of the corresponding cluster fiom the original word-vector space. The 
corresponding SOM is presented in Figure 3.5 b). The red dots indicate the neurons and 
the positions of their reference vectors, whereas the blue lines comect neighbouring 
nodes. Both figures were produced using Matlab. 

Figure 3.5 Two-dimensional data set and the corresponding SOM 

From Figure 3.5 the following can be observed: 
* The shape of the map accurately rnatched the &ta distribution - most of the nodes 

were placed within or close to the regions with significant data distribution. 
* A number of nodes correctly discovered the centres of the clusters, except for the 

cluster java This was a logical consequence of the density matching feature of the 
SOM algorithm, since this cluster conîained only one data point. 

* Five nodes (in black circles) were positioned in the regions where the data 
distribution was zero, and these nodes were not the wianing nodes for any of the 
input data points. (In the literature these are called de& units.) This was a 
consequence of the Leaming process which forced neighbourhood-based adjustmenî, 
and therefore placed the ide nodes according to the position of their neighboun that 
were often wllining nodes. 



In order to get an insight into the behavior of the SOM algorithm for the cases of growing 
data sets, and data sets with nonstationary statistics, the following two experiments were 
perfonned. 

In the fbt case, ten new elements (points) were added to the cluster jm of the original 
twodimensional coliection, whiie the dissi'bution within the other clusters remaineci 
intacf as presented in Figure 3.6 a). The corresponding SOM is shown in Figure 3.6 b). 

It may be easily observecl that the growth of one cluster resulted in significantiy altered 
positions of most of the reference vectors. The centre of the cluster java was conectly 
discovered this tirne. In addition, two more nodes were pdled toward this cluster, 
because of its increased distribution density. On the other hancl, the centres of some other 
clusters (tennis, volkyball, J-, accordion) were not properly identified. The SOM also 
contained five dead units. 

mm-gaibigma 
10 

3 mOeytmII I 

Figure 3.6 Two-dimensional growing data set and the corresponding SOM 

In the second case, the distributions densities of the clusten tennis and java were 
interchanged, cornpared to the initial distribution As a result, the cluster tennis now 
contaùled only one element, while the cluster java contained six elements, as shown in 
Figure 3.7 a). The corresponding SOM is presented in Figure 3.7 b). 

Again, the positions of the reference vectors were significantly changed compared to the 
initial case, but aiso as compared to the previous case. The algorithm failed to discover 
the cluster tennis this time, while the other clusters and their centres were properly 
identified Six out of twelve nodes were dead units. 



Figure 3.7 Twdmensional collection of altered &ta distributions 
and the corresponding SOM 

Eupen'ments with origrhai word-vector collection 

The second expriment was perfonned for the original set of  twenty-five word vectors, in 
the corresponding 25-dimensional word vector space. This time fint a SOM was trained 
using the Matlab Neural Network Toolbox, and then the calculated reference vecton 
were employed by our software in order to evaluate the obtained document clustering. 
The clustering results, presented in Figure 3.8 and Table 3.2., exhibit veiy high 
consistency with the 2D results. 

Figure 3.8 Document clustering using the SOM algorithm 



Table 3.2 Document distribution per output node for the SOM of Figure 3.8 

lrrhraldwms 

Thematicdly close groups (tennis and volleyball, jazz and accordion) were placed next to 
each other. While four out of twelve reference vectors were positioned within or close to 
the group on tennis, which had the highest distribution density, none of them was placed 
close to the group on java, which contained a single document. In other words, the 
presence of the document on java was not very obvious, since it was placed in the same 
group with the two documents on neural networks. The network contained five dead 
units. 

Based on these experiments, the SOM aigorithm evidently provides results that are 
dependent on the input data density. In other words, relatively small changes in the 
distribution of training data may result in the discovery of clusters of significantly altered 
sizes and positions. This is in conflict with Rijsbergen's first criterion, and therefore the 
self-organizing rnap algorithm should probably not be used as a document clustering 
algorithm for the purpose of efficient information search and retrieval. 

Doc. per duster 

brrni 0.48 

tienni 0.80 

However, the algorithm may be used for expIorative search or browsing. In that case its 
main advantages and disadvantages are: 

temis 

1 
5 

Advantages 
1) Shce the same or nearby map nodes are in generai the winning nodes for similar 

input vectors, it means that a twdmensional SOM map could reflect the semantics 
of documents. 

2) Due to the dependence of the results on the statistics of the training data, high 
reference vector density within certain areas of ndimensional word vector space is an 
indicator of high overall document density withio the same areas. Sirnilarly, zero 
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reference vector density implies zero or very low document density. Therefore, the 
SOM algorithm can help in obaining an insight into the main topics that a collection 
is dealing with, and, approximately, how the documents are diseibuted among them. 

The n d x r  of nodes in the network has to be quite large, and certainly must exceed 
the number of existing clusters in the collection in order to obtain any sensible 
results. Since the s k  of the network is proportional to the time required for training 
(eveq input vector has to be checked a g a k t  each reference vector in order to find 
the best match), any increase in the nurnber of nodes considerably slows dom the 
leaming process, particularly when applied to large collections of several thousand 
documents. 
Due to the nature of the SOM algorithm, most of the reference vectors are pulled 
toward the regions of high document density, leaving clusters with a few documents 
without any reference vectors allocated In other words, the algorithm fails to indicate 
the presence of these groups. 
Depending on the complexity of the data distribution the algorithm may produce a 
relatively large number of dead units (in our examples 40 to 50 percent of the nodes 
were not the winning nodes for any of the input vectors). In general the reference 
vectors of these nodes are placed in regions with zero data density, and falsely imply 
the presence of documents in those regions. 

3.5 Standard or Bard Competitive Leaming 

3.5.1 An Ovemew of Hard Competitive Learning 

In contrast to the SOM algorith, which enforces on the adaptation of the winner and its 
topological neighbours in order to provide topology presemation and density matching, 
hard competitive leaming adapts the wuining node only. Accordingly, the main goal of 
hard competitive learning is not to map, but to classify input patterns into mutually 
exclusive recognition categories. 

There are two main types of hard competitive learning: batch and on-line. In the butch 
type of leaming ali possible input signals are evaluated first before any adaptations are 
made. On the other hand, in on-line hard competitive learning adaptations are perforrned 
directly after each input pattern is presented to the network. In many situations, 
particularly when the data set is extremely large, batch learning is impractical. Therefore, 
on-line type Iearning is more firequentiy used ùi practice. 

The on-line hard competitive learning procedure is summarized as follows: 



1. Uùtiaiize the weight vecton wz(0) ( ci E C7 C - set of output d e s  ) randomly 
accordùig to p(x). 

2. Chooçe an input signal x according to the input distriiution p(x). 

3. Detemine the winner s such that 

4. Adjust the reference vector of the wimer according to 

5 .  If n -= nmK continue with step 2. 

The main goal of competitive learning is the minimization of the expected quantization 
error. In the case of a finite input data set D the error is defined as 

where R. is the Voronoi set of the neuron c. The definition of Voronoi regions is given in 
Appendix 9. 

It bas been shown that if îhe input patterns form a srnall number of clusters as compared 
to the number of output nodes, then learning eventuaily stabilizes and provides the b a t  
distribution of the reference vectors consistent with the distribution of the input data 
[3.6]. 

However, it has aiso been shown that for an arbitraIy distri'bution of input data leaming 
may never stabilize, and the response of the network to the same input pattern c m  differ 
on each following presentation of that input pattern. Such unstable learning is mainly 
caused by the nature of cornpetitive leafning, which enables prior learning to be washed 
away by more recent leaming. In addition, it has been observed [3.71 that competitive 
learning may produce different results for different initialkations of reference vectors. 
The standard initialkation, as presented in step 2 of the hard competitive learning 
procedure, follows the distribution density of input data p(x), in order to give each 
reference vector the same chance to be the winner for a randomly-generated input signal 
x. This may lead to rather suboptimal results d e n  the distribution is higldy non-uniform. 



3.5.2 Experimental ResulQ 

The experiments presented in this section were conducted again using the Matlab Neural 
Network Toolbox [3.5]. Ia each case the network was trained for 2000 iterations, and the 
leaming rate q was O. 1. 

The results obtained using hard cornpetitive learning for the initial two-dimensional 
collection is presented in Figure 3.9. The network contained seven output nodes, which 
corresponded to the number of actual clusters in the data set. The green dots indicate the 
nodes aad the positions of their reference vecton, whereas the black lines indicate the 
componding Voronoi regions. 

Figure 3.9 Clustering within 2D collection using hard competitive leaming 

From Figure 3.9 the following may be observed: 

1) A nurnber of neurons correctly discovered the centres of the existing clustea, except 
for the cluster jm. This was the consecpence of both the initialkation, that was 
based on the input data distribution density, and the leaming process, which was 
unconditionally plastic. Therefore, none of the initial reference vecton were likely to 
be positioned within or close to the cluster java due to its low data density. For the 
same reason the leaming based on the single point kom this cluster was washed away 
by data points fiom the neighbouring cluster, which appeared more frequently. 
Consequently, the data points from the clusters philosophy and java, although very 
distant, had the same w-g node, and belonged to the same Voronoi region. 

2) Two reference vectoa were placed within the cluster tennis, due to its high 
distniuîion density. Therefore, the documents £iom this group ended up in two 
different Voronoi regions. 



The following two figures depict the results obtained using hard competitive leaming for 
the growing data set, and the set with aitered data distribution, analogous to the cases 
presented in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 respectively. 

Figure 3.10 Clustering based on hard competitive leaming 
for the growing data set and for the set with altered data distribution 

It may be easily observed from Figure 3.10 that the growth of the cluster jm c a w d  
significantly altered positions to a number of reference vectors. Therefore, the group W, 
with had the lowest distriiution density in this case, ended up without any reference 
vector allocated On the other hand, two reference vectors were positioned within the 
group java, since now ths was the group with the highest distribution density. 

The interchange of distribution densities between the clusters tennis and java, as 
presented in Figure 3.13, again resulted in an altered clustering. This time none of the 
reference vectors was dlocated to the cluster tennis. 

In order to test the performance of hard cornpetitive leaming for the cases when the 
nurnber of existing clusters is not known in advance, two experirnents were conducted 
with reduced numbers of output nodes. The corresponding results are presented in Figure 
3.11. in both cases the algorithm failed to discover the real nature of the data set: exactly 
one reference vector was allocated to three completely distinct clusters, while the high 
distniution density of the remaining four clusters captureci dl the other reference vecton. 



Figure 3.1 1 Clustering using hard competitive leaniing for six and for five output nodes 

EXpenomertts with ongronal word-vector collection 

Figure 3.12 and Table 3 -2 present the clustering O btained for the original ZSdimensionai 
set of word vectors. As observeâ, simila. to the 2D case, the clusters formed 
approximately matched the achial clusters. The mismatching was a consequence of the 
nonuniform document distribution within the collection. Thus, the large document 
density of the group on tennis resulted in the formation of two separate clusters. On the 
other han4 due to low distribution Lnsity, documents from the groups n e w d  neîworh 
and jm were placed in the same cluster, although thematically distinct. 

* - .  - 

Total number of documentr: 25 . - 

Figure 3.12 Document clustering using hard competitive leaming 



Table 3.3 Document distribution per output node for the network of Figure 3.12 

Da. perdudcr 

bbk 0.33 

enni 0.91 

v d k ~ b a ~  aw 
neural a32 

Based on these experiments it is evident that harà competitive leaming is unstable under 
growth or changes in the statistics of the input data, and produces clustering that is very 
dependent on the distribution of training data Accordingly, it fails to satisfL Rijsbergen's 
first criterion, and for that reason should not be employai as a document clustenng 
algorithm for the purpose of improved information search and renieval. 

However, in a similar way to the SOM dgorithm, hard competitive learning codd be 
w d  for explorative search or browsing. Due to its dependence on the statistics of input 
data it can provide an iosigbt into the most represented topics within a collection, and 
into how the documents have been distributed among these topics. On the other han& in 
contrast to the SOM algorithm, hard competitive learning does not provide topology 
preservation or spatial relationships arnong the reference vectors, i.e. the corresponding 
Voronoi regions are not obvious. In other words, there is no clear indication if documents 
that have two or more different winnuig nodes are in fact elements of the same group. 

3.6 Modified ART2 
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The experiments presented in section 3.4 and 3.5 have shown that the SOM algorithm 
and hard competitive leaming are not appropriate rnethods for document clustering tasks. 
Neural networks based on these techniques tend to produce suboptimal results, 
dependent on the input data density in such a way that small changes in the distribution 
oftraining data may result in clusters of altered sizes and positions. In facf both the SOM 
algorithm and bard competitive learning enable wor learning to be eliminated by more 
recent experience, which differs dramatically fiom the way in which human brains leam 
and organize idormation. A multitude of examples have shown that hurnans are designed 
to successfully adapt to environments whose d e s  may change, without necessarily 
forgetting the old knowledge. [3.8] 
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The leaming uistability experienced by the SOM algorithm and by hard competitive 
learning maidy occurs as a result of their unconditional plasticity, or adaptability. ui 
particdar, for a new input pattern presented to a network based on one of these 
algorithms, the corresponding winning node and its topologid neighbours, or the 
winning node alone, are moved toward the input pattern, without verifjmg how distant 
they achLally are. In other words, the network will attempt to learn the new pattern and 
encode it into one of the existing categorïes, even thougb it rnight siguificantly differ 
from al1 previous patterns and nui the risk that the learned knowledge may be washed 
away. This drawback of the SOM algorithm and hard competitive learning addresses an 
issue related to leaming algorithms in general: How should a system be designed in order 
to protect previously leamed knowledge fiom being eliminated by new 1-ng, while 
enabling new leaming to be automaticaily incorporated into the total knowledge of the 
system in a selfconsistent way. This problem is known as stabilzty-plasticizy dziemma. 

Adaptive resonance theory (ART), introduced in 1976 by Grossberg, is an unsupe~sed 
learning technique partially baseci on the winner-take-dl concept, but also influenced by 
the processes underlying logical human reasoning. A significant property of this 
algorithm is its ability to switch between stable and plastic modes, thereby overcoming 
the stability-plasticity dilemma In prbcular, it is capable of plasticity in order to learn 
significant new events, yet can remain stable against irrelevant events. 

There are two main adaptive resonance theory models: ART1 and ART2. Mile the 
ART l model is capable of stably learning binary input patterns, the ART2 model shows 
the same bebaviour for analog patterns. Since the word vecton that we were dealing with 
had continuous-valued features, the ART2 model was of prirnary interest. 

The main difference between the ART2 learning model and the other two algorithms 
based on the wimer takes al1 concept is related to the a d j m e n t  of the winning node for 
each new training pattern. ln contrast to the SOM algorithm and to hard cornpetitive 
leaming, the ART models initiate the adjustrnent of the winning node only if it deems 
this node to be an acceptable match. In other words, a category modifies its previous 
learning ody if the input vector is sufficiently similar to risk a M e r  refinement of its 
profile. ûtherwise, if no available category provides a good enough match, a new node is 
selected for learning a novel recognition category. However, if no adequate match exists 
and the full capacity of the system has dso been exhausted, the network cannot 
accommodate the new input and leanllng is automatically inhibited This mechanism 
defends a fully comrnitted memory capacity against eradication by new significantly 
different input patterns. 

When applied to document classification, the above mentioned features imply that ART2 
is able to accommodate to nonstationary data distributions, and to adaptively recognjze a 
varying number of different groups or knowledge domains. A new training item 
(document) either alters a previous group, if show to be suficieatly thematically close 



(within a specified vigilance parameter) or it begins to represent a new group. Al1 the 
other groups remain intact This is remiriscent of how humans cope wiâh the same 
dilemms 

Although ART2 evidently overcomes the main drawbacks of the SOM algorithm and of 
hard cornpetitive leamhg it is not an ideal document clustenng algorithm. The 
following two features are its principal disadvantages. First, ART2 requires a fixed 
number of output nodes, Le. a predefined number of cluten. If the number of clusters 
that corresponds to a given vigilance panuneter is pa t e r  than the predefined number of 
output nodes, the network is incapable to learn al1 the categories. Therefore, clusten that 
appear after the fidl capacity of the network has been exhausted remain unaccomodated 
or rejecteci Second, experimenting with ART2 we have observed that for Iow values of 
vigilance parameter, which should provide fewer categories, learning becornes unstable, 
particularly if the data set consists of a number of overlapping clusters. 

In order to preserve the conceptual advantages of ART2 , while at the same t h e  
overcoming the above rnentioned problerns, we have proposai certain modifications to 
the original algorithm. The results obtained show that our modified version of ART2 
significantly improves on earlier rnetbods of document clustenng. In addition, the 
modified ART2 can be easily adapted to the specific requirements of hypertextua1 
collections and provides for even more sophisticated Web page clustering, as shown in 
Chapter 3. 

3.6.2 An Overview of the Modified ART2 Algorithm 

Our modified version of ARTZ for document clustenng is based on the following 
concepts: 

Each leaming epoch is determined by a specific value of a tolermce parumeter (p), 
which is a dynamic generalization of the inverse of the standard (static) vigilance 
parameter, and by a set ofprototpe input vectots. In the first epoch prototypes are actual 
training vectors, whereas for al1 other cases they becorne centen of previously discovered 
clusters. The tolerance parameter is a criterion for vector association, which implies that 
two or more prototype input vecton will merge into a larger cluster only if the level of 
their misrnatch is l e s  than p. The initial tolerance parameter is set to zero ancl, during 
learning, gmddly increases in steps Ap (the dynamic pammeter) until it reaches a 
maximum value at which point leaming terminates. Leaming cari also terminate 
when the number ofclusters discovered reaches some predetermined value II,.-. 

The panuneters and n- are inversely related, since small meam that oniy 
modes differences are tolerated between training vectors and the system learns to classify 
input pattern into a large number of fuiely-divided categones. On the other han& large 



enables the system to tolerate large mismatches, and thus to group together training 
cases uito fewer categories. At any stage of l e a ~ n g  every prototype input vector has an 
associated membership coejtJ?cienf, which indicates the number of training vectors that 
have merged into the wrresponding cluster. Initially al1 membership coefficients are 
unity, since each input vector is equal to one training vector and represents a one-rnember 
cluster. Figure 3.13 illustrates our modified ART2 algorithm. 

r 

pmtotype input vectws = reference vedors of output nodes an (n& 
memkshïpcOeffjcients=II, 

I 

n.-, - requested number of output nodes (ctusters). pn, - 
reqU8Çfed irnrerse vigilance (tolerance) parameter, - 
dynaniic parameter, A - set of training vedors, N - set of 
output- 

Figure 3.13 Modified ART2 algorithm 

LEARNING is the principal routine of every epoch, and is described as follows: 

STEP 2:  insert one output node. Initialize its reference vector ?O the first prototype input 
vector (wl = ci), and set its membership coefficient to the corresponding value of 5 , .  



STEP 2: Chose a new prototype input vector e. 
SmP3: Determine the best matching output node s - the unit with the nearest reference 
vector 

where N is the set of output nodes. 

STEP 4: Ver@ that 5 belongs to the s& cluster (the cluster detemined by w, and p) if 

1 w s - s  # < P  (3.15) 

ifs0 proceed to step 5.  menuise go to step 6. 

STEP 5: Adjdjust the reference vector of s accordhg to: 

Note that os becomes the arithmetic mean of al1 (old and new) vectors belonging to the 
sm cluster. Adjust the membenhip coefficient of s: 

Go to step 1. 

STEP 6: Since 6 does not belong to s, which was the most probable, insert a new output 
node. Set its reference vector to 5 and its rnembership coefficient to . 

Go to step 2. 

The modifieci ART2 algorithm possesses sorne important properties, as follows : 

If Ap is saciently srnail, such that it provides clustering independent of the initial 
ordering of input vectors, the graduaily increasing tolerance parameter p cm ensure 
absolutely stable learning. In particular, any two input vectors that had the same winning 
aode for a lower level of the tolerance panuneter will have a munial winning node for al1 
higher levels of p, i.e. later in the leaming. This implies that the algorithm produces 
hierarchical resultç, which can be represented by a tree structure or dendogram. Thus, at 
each level of the hierarchy or value of p, a set of clusters cari be identifie4 and as moving 



up the hierarchy the clusters at the lower levels are nested in the clusters at the higher 
I evel. 

This property rnakes the modifieci ART2 particularly convenient for information 
classification and retrievd tasks, as described in section 3 -2.1. 

Property 2. Mecur squared error mi~u~m~zafion &/un every cluster f o m d  

The aigorithm provides the miriimization of mean squareci error within each cluster 
formed by placing the corresponding center (reference vector) at the position of the 
arithmetic mean of dl vectors belonging to that cluster. 

PROOF: Let us assume that ei , i=l,..,M , is the set of vectors belonging to a 
developed cluster, and w, is the center of the cluster. The corresponding mean squared 
error is aven by the expression: 

where, in general, 5, , w, E Rn. The value of o. that minimizes Q has to satisfy the 
condition: 

for every k=l,..,N. This further implies that 

Finally , 

Property 3. The mean squmed m o r  mim*mkati*on is preserved ot every b e l  of 
cIrcsteR'ng foler~nce 

The rnerging of two clusters based on (3.16) ensures that the center of each newly formed 
cluster is positioned at the arithrnetic mean of dl vectors belonging to boih initial 



clusters. Thereby the algorithm presewes the minimization of mean square error within 
every cluster and at every level of clustering tolemnce. 

PROOF: Let us assume that there are two clusters ci . i=l,..&I and 5, , i=l,..,N, 
formeci on the principle of mean squareci error mininiization, that should merge into a 
new larger cluster. w~ , k c M  and , k p N  are the correspondhg centres and 
membenhip coefficients respectively. The centre of the new cluster, according to the 
principle of mean square error minimization (3.2 1), should be 

This expression can be rearranged into 

which m e r  implies 

The last equation verifies that the centre of the new cluster can be calculated using only 
the centres (prototype input vectors) and the corresponding rnembership coefficients of 
the initial clusters, without knowing al1 of their individual vectors. 

In addition to rnean squared error minimization this property provides another significant 
advantage: it considerabl y reduces computation time, particularl y when cl usters that 
shouid merge consist of a large nurnber of input vectors. 

The experimental results presented in this section were obtained using software 
developed turing this thesis. in al1 cases the dynamic parameter (Ap) was set to 0.00 1. By 
experimenting with a number of different cases this value was initially determined to 
provide clustering that does not depend on the initial ordering of tmining vectors. 

The results obtained using modified ART2 for the initial two-dimensional collection is 
presented in Figure 3.14. It rnay be observed that al1 the clusters and the corresponding 



centres were correctly discovered. This implies that, in contrast to the SOM algorithm 
and to hard competitive leaming, the modifieci ART2 algorithm successfbily coped with 
the problem of a nonimiform data disehiion 

Figure 3.14 Clustering within the 2D coIlection using modified ART2 

The results presented in Figure 3.15 show that the positions of reference vectors obtained 
for the growing data set and for the set with dtered data distribution were almost 
identical to those obtained for the initial data set (Figure 3-18) . in other words, the 
modified ART2 satisfied Rij sbergen's fint cri terion. 

Figure 3.15 Clustering based on modified ART2 
for the growing data set and for the set with altered distribution 

Momver, Figure 3.16 shows tbat modified ART2 could properly handle the reduced 
number of output nodes. In both cases, due to the reduction of the number of output 
nodes, the least distinct groups ended up within the same Voronoi region, i.e. having the 



same reference vector. Groups that were sufficieotly distinct corn the othen, for the 
given level of clustering tolerance, were recognized as separate clusters. 

Figure 3.16 Clustering using modified ART2 for six and for five output nodes 

Figure 3.17 presents the clustering obtained for the original 25dimensional set of word 
vectors. For seven output nodes (p=l.22) the tmined network correctly classified al1 25 
documents into seven basic groups. However, the reai advantage of the algorithm was 
apparent when the prescribed number of output nodes was reduced to 6 and 5. For six 
output nodes (p=1.35), Figure 3.18 a), the network recognized certain similarities 
between the groups on je- and accordion, placing them into one larger cluster while 
leaving 0 t h  clusters intact For five output nodes (~1.39) a similar coalescence 
occurred with the groups on tennis and volleybuf2, Figure 3.18 b). 
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Figure 3.17 Document clustering using modified ART2 



Figure 3.18 Document clustering using modified ART2 
for six and five output nodes 
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Figure 3.19 Dendognun obtained with modified ART2 for the collection fiom Table 2.1 



Al1 three networks (7, 6, and 5 output nodes) were also tested on a new set of 20 Web 
pages on the same topics, but with a modifieci data distrhution. The resultant clusterings 
were appropriate in al1 cases, when wmpared to human performance of these tasks at a 
similar clustering tolerance. This verified once again that networks trained using the 
modified ART2 leaming algorithm could successfully cope with the problem of 
expanding Web datasets with noastationary statistics. 

Figure 3.19 shows the dendogram obtained for the collection f?om Table 2.1 using 
modifiecl ART2 with varying p- and n--. The dendogram (search tree) depicts the 
hierarchical nature of the clustering, and verifies that the mdified ART2 algorithm is 
appropriate for highly efficient multilevel document retrieval, as descnbed in section 
3.2.1. Also, it is evident from Figure 3.19 that lower levels of the tolerance parameter 
correspondeci to large numbers of fineiy-divided aitegories, whereas large b,. enabled 
the system to group together training vectors into fewer categories. 

3.7 Modified ART2 with Cornpetitive Hebbian Learning 

Most clustering algorithrns have a common disaàvantage: they do not provide any 
information on the spatial relationships among discovered clusters. When applied to 
neural networks for clustering tasks, including the modified ART2, this would mean that 
there is no clear indication how one reference vector is positioned with respect to others. 
Some NN algorithms. like the SOM, or the growing ce11 structures mode1 [3.9], attempt 
to provide this information by rnapping input data onto two- or three- dimensional space, 
which is shown to lead to suboptimal resuits in a number of cases, as explained in section 
3.4. 

The knowledge of spatial relationships among reference vectors, and the corresponding 
Voronoi regions, undoubtedly helps to obtain a better insight into the nature and 
complexity of input data. It is particularly useful when the number of output nodes 
exceeds the actual number of clusters, and very likely each cluster is allocated more than 
one reference vector. In other words, elements of one group may end up king within 
seveml different Voronoi regions. However, since the algorithm provides no indication 
about the positions of Voronoi regiom, it is impossible to know when some input vectors 
are in fact elements of the same or neighbouring clusters. Situations like that are 
frequently encountered because the number of a c t d  clusters is largely unloiown in 
advance. 

Recently a new algorithm, competitive Hebbian leaming (Martinetz 1993)- has been 
proposed, and used quite successfully in overcoming the above rnentioned problem, as 
reported in [3.9]. The following sections give an o v e ~ e w  of the algorithm, and show the 
resuits obtained when competitive Hebbian leaming is combineci with modified ART2. 



Cornpetitive Hebbian learning is usually not employed on its own but in conjunction with 
other methods. [3.71. The algorithm does not change reference vecton at dl, but merely 
inseris a number of topologid (neighbourhood) connections, or edges, among the units 
of the network. The resulting graph is a subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation [3.71, 
limited to those areas of the input spae were data is found In gened, the Delaunay 
triangulation connects reference vectors having neighbouring Voronoi regions. 
(Appendix 9) 

Cornpetitive Hebbian 1-g can be described as follows. 

STEP 1: Initialize the weight vectoa w%(O) ( ni E N, N - set of  output nodes ) randomly 
accordhg to p(x). Initialize the connection set C with the empty set C=(), i.e. begin with 
no connections. 

STEP 2: Choose an input signal x according to the input distribution p(x). 

SZEP 1: Determine nodes sl and s2 ( SI, s2 E N ) such that 

4. if one does not already exist, insert a connection between sl and sz to C 

5. Continue with step 1, until the maximum number of input signais is reached 

3.73 Experimental Results 

The experiments presented in this section were conducted using our software modified to 
incorporate competitive Hebbian leaming. In particular, for a given dataset the systern 
would first discover the main clusters using the modified ART2 algorithm, and then for 
the set of reference vectors obtained, competitive Hebbian learning would be used in 
order to insert the topological links. 

The fim expriment was performed for the modified 2D set as presented in Figure 3.20 
a), and for the network containhg 10 output nodes. Its purpose was to obtain an 
observable performance measure for the network based on the combination of the 
modified ART2 and competitive Hebbian leaming 



a) b) 
Figure 3.20 Modified 2D dataset and the correspondhg clustering 
obtained using modified ART2 with competitive Hebbian learning 

As it apparent from Figure 3.20 b) that the network produced satisfactory results. 
Modified ART2 accurately discovered the centres of the existing clusters for the given 
number of output nodes, i.e. for the given level of the clustering tolerance. Furthemore, 
the connections inserted among the reference vectors, generated by competitive Hebbian 
learning, optimally preserved the topology of the input &ta. 

Red rectangle - node (group) of interest 
Green line - topological link 
Green cirde - neighbounng node (group) 
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Figure 3.2 1 Document clustering using modified ART2 with 
Cornpetitive Hebbain Learning 



The second experimemt (Figure 3.2 1) was perfomed for the collection fiom Table 2.1. 
The network contained 9 output nodes, and the pilrpose of the experiment was to test 
how the two algorithms would cope with the problem of a misrnatched number of output 
nodes, as compared to number of existhg clusters. 

Figure 3.21 a) shows thak for the case when temi 0.96 was the group of interest, the 
network pointed to the groups volleybal 0.97 and tabl 0.78 (the la3 group wntained a 
document on table tennis) as king the topological neighbom. Similarly, when accord 
O. 88 was the group of interest (Figure 3.27 b) ) ,je- 0- 97, philosophi 0.99. and jm 0.88 
were found to be in its spatial neighbourhood It is evident that in both cases the network 
correctly discovered the thematical1 y-closest groups. 

ART2 with CHI, was also tested on a collection of 218 Web documents on neural 
networks (Chapter 1). This includes artificial (ANN) and biological neural networks. 
Figure 3.22 a) presents the case when societi 0.9 1, the group that contained documents on 
NN societies, was the group of interest. Its topological neighbours were found to be 
j o d  0.9, confir 0.77, group 0.85, and inder 0.6. These groups contained Web pages 
related to MV journais, derences, remch groups, and an index page respectively. 
Undoubtedly the results obtained corresponded to human perception of semantic 
(thematic) relatedness, since in general societies consist of research groups, and tend to 
publish journals or organize conferences. For the case presented in Figure 3.22 b) the 
gmup of interest (mathemat 0.68) contained a W e b  document on some mathematical 
aspects of n e d  networks, and the group (cours 0.84) that was found to be the closest 
consisted of documents on NN courses. It is known that the mathematical basics of NNs 
are taught through NN courses, which verifies that the network properly identified the 
most related concept. Finally, the neiwork was tested for the group that contained two 
Web pages on the biological background of artificial NNs (biobgi 0.79), as presented in 
Figure 3.22 c). Since the research related to the biological background of NNs involves 
knowledge of brain structure, and has been conducted in various NN iaboratories 
(resear~hgrou~s), once again the results obtained were appropriate. 
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Figure 3.22 Document clustering using modified ART2 and cornpetitive Hebbian 
leaming for the collection of 2 18 Web document on neural networks 

Based on the experimental results presented in this section it is apparent that in a word 
vector spce spatial relationships are actually seniantic relationships. Accordingly ART2 
with CHL is convenient for document clustering when the nurnber of existing clusten is 
not known in advance, and the information on topology of input data is of particular 
importance, or when the user is interested in discovexy and retrieval of relevant or related 
documents. 

3.8 Conclusions 

Document clustering is the main precondition for efficient document retrieval. However, 
a clustering algorithm can provide improved efficiency for document retrieval without 



compromising the accuracy only if it satisfies certain (Rijsbergen's) requirements. 
Art i f id n e d  networks (ANNs) based on u ~ l s u p e ~ ~ e d  leaming have the valuable 
property of generalization This property means that, once traineà, an ANN can 
accommodate previously 'unseen' items without a complete reclassification, as  required 
with some other techniques in statistical pattern recognition There are unsupervised 
ANN techniques, nich as the SOM algorithm and hard cornpetitive learning, which 
provide results dependent on the input data density. and fail to satisfy Rijsbergen's first 
criterion Therefore they should be employed only for the purpose of improved 
information browsing The modified ART2 algorithm overcomes the main drawbacks of 
the SOM and HCL, and satisfies dl Rijsbergen's requirernents. Moreover, enabiing the 
creaîion of search trees (dendograms) it is convenient for highly efficient multi-level 
document retneval. On the other hana modified ART2 does not preserve the topology of 
input data, and cm not provide an o p b a l  performance if the nurnber of output nodes 
significantly exceeds the number of exïstïng clusters It has been shown that modified 
ARTZ in conjunction with cornpetitive Hebbian learning can successfully cope with the 
problem of a mismatched number of output nodes and actual ciusters. Ln addition, these 
two algorithms enable the discovery of thematically related groups of Web documents. 
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H m  Chute- 

CHAPTER 4 

4.1 Introduction 

The WWW is an on-line hypertextual coltection, and a more sophisticated algorithm for 
improved document clustering may have to be based on cornbineci tenn-simiIarity and 
hypertink-similarity measUres. Recently several hypertext clustering algonthms have 
been proposed. These provide satisfactory results but ody when applied to particular 
problerns: either the collection should contain Web document from the same site, or the 
documents are supposed to be interlinked. Moreover, some of the techniques require 
knowledge of the data that is not accessible nom a common user's desktop. 

This chapter presents a new technique for hypertext clustering. The technique, called 
adoptive hypertext clustering (AHC), is based on modified ART2, and incorporates a few 
major improvements over earlier methods. AHC is not limited by the accessibility of 
input data, and could be equally useful when applied to smaller collections, such as 
bookmark sets, or larger ones on-line catalogs and search engines. This chapter contains 
examples of results obtauied using adaptive hypertext clustering, suggesting the benefits 
of using AHC over the te*-only or hyperlink-on& based Web document clustering 
techniques. 

4.2 The WWW - Hypertext Collection 

Traditional publishing media (books, journais, ...) are linear in naturey which means that 
they have an obvious beginning and end, and a nxed number of nurnbered pages in 
between. Therefore readers always know, for example, the exact size of a book, and 
where they are in the book Even the media of music, video, and film are linear in the 
sense that they represent a predetermined sequential presentation of sounds or images. 



In contrast to linear media, hypertext is a collection of text and graphics that is 
interconnecteci in a complex way, and can not be conveniently presented on paper. It has 
no regular structure, and uses are £ke to explore and assimilate infionnation in different 
nonlinear ways. Even though hypertext, as a concept, existed long before the Intemet, it 
was the bùth and explosive growth of the WWW that mostly contributed to its 
popdanty. 

The WWW is global hypertext In other words, it is hypertext emjched with the ability to 
comect with sites around the world The basic idea is for each WWW site to store its 
publications, information about its research, academic or commercial interests and 
activities, and any other &ta that might be usehi to others. The site then runs a server 
program which accepts electronic requests for document pages h m  clients elsewhere on 
the Intemet, using the hypertem trans$er protocol (http). The server tramfers the 
requested page to the client where it can be viewed using a special browser program that 
sen& http requests and displays the results. 

In general, the WWW consist of nodes (Web pages) and links. 

Nodes 
Each node is a plain ASCII text file with ernbedded hypertext marRyp Ianguage (HTML) 
commands, and usually represents a concept or an idea. The HTML commands, also 
known as tap, desm-be the structure of a document, provide font and graphics 
information, and define hyperlinks to other Web pages, or other Intemet resources 
including plain (donnatted) te- PostScript files, diagrams and pictures in X bitmap, 
gif and jpeg encoding, mpeg movies, and various audio formats. [4.1] Every node is 
uniquely defined with its URL (miversal resowce Iocufor). In general a URL has the 
form: 

where protocol is htip (in some cases could be QI, or gopher), location is the Intemet 
machine,file is the pathname of the resource on the remote machine, and the optionai 
destination is the name of a source anchor tag marking a point within the target file. 

L znks 
Hypertext links are not physical things and exist only at the conceptual level. They 
connect related concepts or nodes, and are normally directed The node from which a 
link originates is called the releence and the node at which a link ends is called the 
referent. Each link has a beginning (the highlighted text within the reference node, called 
sn anchor) and an end (the name of the destination). Web links cross site boundaries, and 
therefore they qualitaiivety differ nom classical hypertext Links. Since there is a huge 
amount of information on the Intemet that is available not through http, but through other 



data transfer protocols and programs, such as ftp and gopher, some links cross inter- 
protocol bomdaries. Hypertext links within a site, in terms of the file system hierarchy, 
can be upward, downward, crosswise, and outward. 

The Web is inherentiy noulinear, and there is an endless number of ways of proceeding 
fiom one node to another, or nom one physical site to another, as illustrateci in Figure 
4.1. 

Figure 4.1 Nodinea. organUation of the Web 

Although the WWW is nonlinear as a whole, most of its subelements (sites) exhibit a 
hi& degree of linearity. This is mainly because each Web designer, or webmter ,  tend 
to organize and connect Web pages in a logical way, and thereby make the site attractive 
to visitors, and encourage their rehun. Moreover, a well organized Web site, with clear 
indications of its size, content, and structure enables visiton to easily browse and retrieve 
the information of their interesc avoiding the well known danger of 'king lost in 
hyperspace'. 

The following section presents the most fkquently encountered linear Web locdity 
struchires. 

4.2.1 Linear Web locality structures 

Even though the design of Web pages, and the nurnber and type of connections among 
them are the result of the webmaster's personal choice and creativity, most Web sites 
follow one of the two fundamental structural concepts. 

* Horizontal lïneariîy 

The horizontaI linearzty concept assumes that one index or home page is provided, and it 
contains links to al1 or most of the other 'standard' Web pages on the site. The standard 
Web pages may contain a back IinA to the index page, or links to other related pages. The 



index and the standard Web pages are on the same or on two different levels of the file 
system hierarchy. This concept is mostiy used at smaller sites (collections), or for the 
orgmhtion of personal Web pages. 

no& 

lin k 

Index or Home page 

levd 1 

Figure 4.2 Web locality based on horizontal linearity concept 

* Vertical linearity 

The vertical linearity concept assumes that there are two or more levels d o m  fiom the 
main index (home) page. This concept enables the classification and grouping of a large 
amount of materiai, and therefore is more fiequently used than the previous concept. 
Evidently in a systern that employs vertical linearity the position of a Web page in the file 
system hierarchy implicitly describes its content and importance, when regarded from the 
overall site perspective. 

Index or Home page 

level1 

level2 

levd 3 

Figure 4.3 Web locality based on vertical lineari~y concept 



4.2.2 An overview of existing techniques for hypertext clustering 

It is apparent fkom both linear Web locality structures pfe~ented in section 4.2.1, 
particularly the latter one, that the content and importance of a Web page is a compound 
fimction of its r a w I  and hyper portions, w h m  the hyper part is the information 
detennined by the position and fiinction of the Web page with respect to the surrounding 
Web space. 

A more sophisticated clustering algorithm intended to provide improved resdts in a 
hypertext space rnay have to incorporate ail available information. Most curent search 
engines neglect the hyper dimension of the Web. Their information management is 
entirely based on textuai information Using a limited knowledge of hypertext 
documents, they do not have the ability to provide refined results. For example, 
responding to a user's query, most search engines simply select a List of the best matching 
Web pages, without recogniting that some rnay be linked, rnay be mutually dependent, or 
may form part of a larger composite document. Recently, several advanced techniques 
for hypertext classification have k e n  proposed This section presents some examples. 

HyPursuit 

"HyPursuit is a hierarchical network search engine that clusters hypertext documents to 
structure a given information space for browsing and search activities" [4.2]. Its 
document similarity fiinction is a compound function of two munially independent 
variables: term similarity and hyperlink similarity. According to the authon, link 
information rnay help in grouping together all nodes or Web pages thaî comprise 
individual papers (conference on-line proceedings, for example). On the other hanci, term 
or content information rnay help to cluster thematidly related pages. The term sirnilarity 
m a u r e  is based on the word-vectors generated using normalized term Frequencies (@ 
ody. Since this is a significant weakness, some altematives which wouid include 
collection frequencies are king hvestigated The hyperlink similarity mesure between 
two documents Di and Dj is a linear combination of three variables: the length of the 
shortest path between the documents, the number of ancestor documents that refer to 
both Di and Dj , and the number of descendant documents th& b ~ t h  Di and D, refer to. 
Clustering is based on the complete luik method as in section 3.2.2, and "...although 
faster clustering algorithms exist, we chose the complete link method because it was easy 
to implement" [4.2]. Considering the hyperlink similarity measure of HyPursuit, it seems 
reasonable to be employed for documents entireIy placed on a single server together with 
al1 their ancestor and descendant documents. However, in the case of standard Web 
pages, it rnay be very inefficient to explore every existing path between two documents 
disûibuted over the Web server space. 



According to generalized similarity analysis [4.3], the overall similarity between two 
hypertext documents is a combination of three components: content similarity, hypertext 
lmhge, and state-transition pattenu- Word-vectors, necessaq for the content similarity 
computation, are built on the tf-idf mode1 and, as mentioned in the introduction, the 
word-vector space for a collection is created using the 500 most fiequent terms. The 
similarity between two documents Di a d  Dj by hyperîext linkage is the ratio of the 
number of hyperlinks from Di to Dj to the number of al1 outgoing links fiom Di . "For 
simplicity, ancestors and descendants are not considered" [4.3]. If al1 links from Di 
directly lead to Dj the ratio is 1, and Di is either identical or very similar to Di . If on the 
other band there is no link between Di and Dj the ratio is O and they are wmpletely 
different according to the aiterion of hypertext Iinkage. However, this does not imply 
that the overall similarity is O, since it may be that the other two similariîies are 
signifiant The similarity by state-transition patterns is based on access log  maintained 
by a number of web servers, which provide valuable information on how users actually 
access the information on a m e r -  For example, infonnation on the number of usen who 
followed a hyperlink wnnecting two documents might indicate the degree of relatedness 
between the two documents. The step transition probability fiom Di to Dj is the ratio of 
the number of transitions fiom Di to Dj to the total number of transitions starting fkom Di. 
The overall sunilarity by state transition is a fiuiction of one step transition probability, 
and it is consistent with linkage and content similarity rnodels. A difficulty in the 
implementation of GSA stems fiom the fact that some servers do not provide state- 
transition patterns, or they are not publicly available. 

Although this rnethod was originally intended to increase the precision of current search 
engines, its basic ideas are applicable to hypertext clustering algorithms. Acco rding to 
[4.4], theoretically "...the analysis of the informative content of a web object (page) 
should involve al1 the web objects that are reachable fiom it via hyperlinks ("navigating" 
in the WWW)". It is not feasible in practice to examine al1 possible outgoing links 
including all their children and corresponding objects, since a single Web page could be 
hdirectly C O M ~ C ~ ~  to an indefinite number of other pages. For that reason, a rneasure of 
the depth of pages has been introduced. For a given document Di the (relative) depth of 
another document Dj is equal to "...the number of links that have to be activated (clicked) 
in order to reach Di from Dj" [4.4]. The examination of the hypertextual surrounding of 
Di includes the documents with depth less then k = 3. The contribution of a web 
document at depth k to the overall hyper infonnation of Di is diminished via a fading 
factor (O < F c 1) dependent upon k. Knowing that users cannot retrieve al1 the links at 
the same time, it is assumed that they first select the most promising (related) links. 
Accordingly, the hyper information for the best Iink is multiplied by F, for the second 
best link by F', and so on. 



This theory, based on the analysis of hypertextuai environments, could solve the problem 
of index (organizationai) or split documents. If a page is a part of a composite document, 
it contains only a portion of the overdl information Classifications based on Uicomplete 
data tend to provide unreliable results. The main di&antage of this method is that it 
may require the retrieval of a large number of documents, especially if the Web page of 
interest is a link-page (a page that exclusively contains links to other pages on a 
particdar topic). 

4 3  Hyper Dimension - Based Clustering 

Most of the currently known techniques for hypertext clustering that exploit both the 
topology (hyperlink organization and structurai feahires of Web pages) and texhial 
similarity between items, ùicluding the onc presented in section 4.2.2, seem to be 
impractical for wider use for two main reasons. These techniques either require the 
knowledge of some publicly unavailable data, such as state-transition patterns, or 
idormation that is difficult if not impossible to collect, such as the number of al1 existing 
links between two pages. Moreover, they specialize in the problems of hypertext 
categorization within the sarne site, or categorization of Web pages that are interlinked to 
a large extent. 

in o u .  research we focused on the creation of a technique for hypertext clustering that 
could be universaliy employed h other words, the technique was not to be limited by the 
cornputational expense or accessibility of its input data. It was intended to provide 
irnproved clustering for either large scde problems, for example those faced by search 
engines, or small s a l e  problems, including organizing a bookmark set. 

The following sections present the main featwes of our technique for clustering based on 
hyper dimensions, and the results obtained In particular, section 4.3.1 introduces the 
hyper dimensions employed by the algorithm, and offen the reasons for their utilization. 
Section 4.3.2 presents the clustexhg results regarding a collection of 25 Web pages on 
the same topic (neural aetworks). 

4.3.1 Hyper Dimensions 

Experimenting with Web documents of various profiles and sizes we observed that in 
many cases the meaning and content of a page were not delivered entirely in textuai 
form. Moreover there were situations in which t a h g  the textual contents of some Web 
pages into consideration for the purpose of their classification was completely 
misleading. It was evident that some information, including page length, number of 
images and links, the percentage of upward, downward and outward links, etc. gave 
valuable information on Web page fiuictionality, and thereby provided for more accurate 
clusteriug. 



The functionality of a Web page is exclusively based on the features it exhibits, and does 
not depend on its content. The same hctional categories can be found in different 
thematic domains. Based on our experiencp the most fiequently encountered firnctional 
categories are: 

* index or link pages 
These pages contain a number of prirnarily outward links to other pages on a particular 
topic. Accordingly, they do not deliver any specific information, but serve as navigational 
points. They usually have large link density, a relatively mal1 number of images, and are 
p l a d  deeper in the file system hierarchy. 

* organizutional home pages 
Organizational home pages serve as general navigational points within a site. In other 
words thesc pages are the entq points for institution and organktion Web sites. Usually 
they are placed at the top of the file system hierarchy (e.g httpY/www.zmn>ersity.edu/ ), 
and contain a number of downward links. They rnay contain many graphical elements 
(images) compared to the amount of textual information. 

* deprtrnent~i home pages 
in contrast to organizational pages, departmental home pages are navigational points for 
a parhcular subdomain within a site. They appear deeper in the file system hierarchy, and 
contain a large number of upward and downward links. However, the downward link 
density is usually greater than the upward link density. 

* content pages 
These pages are not intended to provide improved navigation, but simply to deliver 
information. They are quite deep in the file system hierarchy, and mostly do not contain 
many links. In addition, they may be of relatively large size, with few images compared 
to the arnount of textual information. 

* pages of special content 
Pages of special content in addition to delivering some uiformation, also contain links 
that cross interprotocol boundaries, or point to files with extensions other than .M or 
.hm . For example, certain Web pages on neural networks contain links to files with 
extensions including .ps, zip, Java , .exe , ... Other thematic domains may contain, for 
instance, links to audio or video files. 

The following figure depicts the functional topology of a typical site. In other words, it 
illustrates standard positions and connectedness of Web pages that belong to different 
fiindonal categories. 



OHP-organpatiatalhbmapagh 

OOP-depammw homepage 

LP - link ( i i )  page 

CP-coirtisntpaget 

PSC-pageaf~alcorrtsnt 

Figure 4.3 Functional topology of a typical Web site 

Table 4.1 presents a selection, based on our expenence, of featutes that would be the 
most helpful in discriminating among the main fiu~ctiooal Web page categories. It should 
be emphasised that numerical (quantitative) values related to these features cm be 
calculated using information retrievable directly from the corresponding htrnl source 
codes, and therefore are convenient to implement. 

OHP 
" 

DHP 

Sm-maH M-many 
Me - medium S - wveral 
Lg-hg0 N-nom 

Table 4.1 

LP 

CP 

In order to enable clustering that would group Web documents into fiuictional categories, 
we have introduced 12 &per dimenriuns or weighls. E k h  dimension is defineci with a 
fiuiction that takes one of the features presented in Table 4.1 as its argument The 
fimctions are intemled to ensure normalization, and maximum discrimination power to 
the wrresponding features. The first four dimensions provide normalization of a Web 
document to the collection, while the remainder provide normalization within the 
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document itself. In general, normalkation of a dimension ensures that its numerical value 
for any vector in the corresponding space is rescaled to (0,l) range. Thereby the vectors 
of the corresponding space becorne comparable wiîh each other in terms of the aven 
dimension, 

1) depth weight 

Depth weight is d e h e d  using the expression given in (4.1). 

depth 
depth-weight- i 

1 
t 

i 1 depth-max 
l - 1 '  

The depth of a document is rneasured by the number of ' r  in the URL. Depth-ma and 
depthmin are the maximum and minimum depth, respectively, encountered for a group 
of Web documents that is to be clusterd Parameter nl should provide an exponential 
iocrease to the fûnction, and in our case nl = 3. 

Accordhg to the shape of the hc t i on ,  ody documents that are relatively high in the file 
system hierarchy, such as organizationai home pages, will have a large depth weight, 
whereas al1 others will have depth weights close to zero. 

Figure 4.4 (a) Depth weight: depth-max = 8, depth-min = 1, nl=3 

2 )  text Iengfh weight 



The text length of a document k measured in bytes. TextLength-m~r and textLengrh-min 
are the maximum and minimum text length, respectively, encountered for a group of 
Web documents that is to be clustered In a similar manner to nl, nt is intended to 
provide an exponentid increase to the fuaction, and in our case nz = 3. 

Large text length weights correspond to documents that contain a great deal of textual 
idonnation, such as content pages, while documents of less textual information will 
have a correspondingly lower weight 

Figure 4.4 (b) Text length weight: textlength-max = 14 000 (bytes), 
textLength-min = 10 (bytes), nz=3 

3 )  tink density weight 

This is defined by 

The link densiiy of a document is the d e r  of links ;' text lengl/r ratio. LinRDemity-max 
and IinkLIensity min are the maximum and minimum link density, respectively, foyd 
withm a group of ~ e b  documents tbat is to be clustered in this case n3 = 9. ! 

1 

High link density weights will have documents with many links compared to the amouit 
of textual uiformation. This property is common to link pages and, in some cases, to 
orgmimtiod home pages. 



Figure 4.4 (c) Link density weight: IinkDensity-max = 0.02, 
linkDensity_min =0.0 , n3=9 

4 )  mioge density weight 

Image density wezght is dehed by 

The image densiîy of a Web page is the nwnber of images . t a  length ratio. 
ImageDenszty mm and ÏmgeDenri&min are the maximum and minimum, image 
demity, respe&vely, found within a group of Web documents that is to be cltistered 
Similar to n3, n4 = 9. l a 

AIthough Web pages of al1 functional categories may contain images, high image density 
weight is primarily a property of organizational home pages. These pages tend to deliver 
considerable information in graphical fonn, compared to the amount of textual 
information, in order to appear attractive to usea. 

Figure 4.4 (d) image density weigbt: imageDensity_max = 0.01, 

imageDensity-min 4.0 , n4=9 



This is dehed by 

text UnderLinksLength 
textUnderLinks-weigb 

textlength (4.5) 

This dimension is intended to provide discrimination between the pages that contain 
links within images such as  navigational maps (organizational home pages), and those 
that have links embedded in text (link pages, content pages, ...). 

6 )  outward ZznR demity weighl 

This is defined by 

outwardLinkDensity - weight = 

The outward link density of a Web page is the total nmber of lmkr .' number of ouîwclrd 
links ratio. ûutward Zink demzty weighl, as defined in (4.6), provides discrimination 
between the pages with very hi& average and low percentages of outward links. 
Accordingly, for most link pages this weight would be 0.5 or 1, while for organizational 
and departmental pages it wouid be O or 0.5. In this case a = 0.3, and b = 0.7. 

Outward link density weight 

L a ! . . ; ; ; ; ;  
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

autward Iink derisity 

Figure 4.4 (e) Outward link density 



7 )  upword link density weigitl 

Upwurd link demity weight is defined using the same concept as outward link densrty 
weight (4.6). For the pages with a niniciently high percentage of upward links this 
weight would be 1, while a lower percentage of upward links would result in a weight of 
the value 0.5 or O. 

8) downwwd & crosinv ise link density wezghl 

Again, dowmvard & crosswise link density is defined sirnilarly to (4.6). Accordingly, this 
weight would have the value 0.5 or 1 for most organizational and departmental home 
page- 

9 )  links to 0 t h  protocois wezghr 

Links to other protocols weight, as defined in (4.7)- is supposed to have the highest value 
(0.5 or 1) for content pages, or pages of special content, while for the 
categones it may be O or 0.5. 

10) anchor weight 

anchor - weight = 11 , nmberOfAnchors t O 

An anchor is a link that otiginates From and points to the same Web 
anchors appears within Web documents that contain a great ded of 

other functional 

page. Therefore 
information and 

provide for their better organization and understanding. Accordingly, anchor weighi as 
defined in (4.8) is 1 primarily for content pages. 

11) e-mail and news weiglv 

E-mil and news weighr is based on the same concept as given in (4.8). It means that 
Web documents with at least one e-mail or news link (mostly organizational and link 
pages) will have for this weight the value 1, otherwise this weight will be O. 



i 2 )  links to Java, .exe, ... files weight 

The l z h  to .java, .e.e, ... files weighr is also based on the concept in (4.8). As rnentioned 
earlier, it is intendeci to discrimioate between pages of special content and other 
functional categories. For thematic domains other than neural networks this weight may, 
for example, be related to different types of files. 

43.2 Experimental Results 

The renilts presented in this section are regarding a collection of 25 Web documents that 
belonged to the sarne thematic domain (neural neîworks), but to different fûnctional 
categories (Table 4.2). The URLs of the Web pages are given in Appendix 10. 

Table 4.2 

tapic (category) 

NN ïmks 
NN theonr 

The purpose of the experirnent was to compare the clustering results obtained for the 
same set of documents using the textual conte% Le. the corresponding word vecton, 
agakt those using the hyper dimensions only. 

number of documents 

5 
5 

Initiaily, text-only clustering based on the modified ART2 algorithm (as presented in 
Chapter 3) was performeà, in a word vector space that was created using the modified 
TFmlF mode1 (as presented in Chapter 2). The first twenty-five words (stems) with the 
greatest discriminatory power, and accordingly the word vector dimensions in this case, 
were found to be: 

byte,jav~, imtal, downZOQd applet. demu. group. genova, networR. confir 
neural, m m ,  perceptron, univers, la&, research, di&, neutosolut. leurn, ariijci. 

prodwt, scienc. html, fheori. recognit 

It is evident fiom Figure 4.5 that the textsnly clustering did not provide sensible results. 
Even for the lowest levels of clustering tolerance some misclassifications occurred, such 
as the merging of documents Dlj and Du, 4 and Dia D4 and Dg, ... We have observed 
that the poor clustering was rnainly caused by the limited discrimination power of the 
overall word vector space. In particular, some words that semed as the word vector 
dimensions appeared in documents of different groups, and consequently resulted in 



partially overlapped clustea. Momver, the rneaning and hctionality of the NN link- 
pages was indicated, not in the words they contained, but almost exclusively in their 
structure and topology. Therefore they presented noisy data to the text-based clustering. 
An illustration is the page presented in Figure 4.6. It is apparent that without its hyper 
structure this link page was simply a set of unrelâted statements (words), and as such 
contributed to the f~lure of both word vector space creation and text-based clustering. 

Figure 4.5 Dendogram obtained for text based clustering 
on the collection fiom Table 4.2 



Figure 4.6 A link page of the collection from Table 4.2 

in the w e  of the large collection of 218 Web pages on neural networks presented in 
Chapter 2, we used the intertemi statistics to solve the problem of overlapped clusters 
and noisy data, and thereby to improve the clustering However, this time the collection 
was of relatively small sizR and it was impossible to gather enough word related 
staîistical information to obtain the same kind of improvement. 

in contrast to the text based clustering, the clustering based on the hyper dimensions 
provided very satisfactory results. The wmesponding dendogram is given in Figure 4.7. It 
is evident that, even for a srnall number of output nodes, the documents were in most 
cases properly classified In parûcular, the only misclassifications occurred for some 
documents of the groups NN companies and NN labs. However, those were reasonable 
misclassifications since in general the documents from both groups had the properties of 
organizational home pages. Therefore the two groups completely merged in a larger 
cluster when the number of output clusters was reduced to five. On the other band there 
was no misclassincation for the documents of the groups NN link-pages, NN theory, and 
NN software, since these groups had the properties of distinguishable functional 
categories: link pages, content pages, and pages of special content, respectively. 



Figure 4.7 Dendogram obtained for hyper-dimensions based clustering 
on the collection fiom Table 4.2 

4.4 Adaptive Hypertext Clustering 

4.4.1 Background 

The experiments presented in sections 2.4,3.6.2, and 4.3.2 have show the following: 
* Text (content) based Web page clustering provides satisfatory resuits in two main 

cases. (i) a collection is of relatively srnall size and its documents belong to different 
thematic domains, or (ii) a collection is of relatively large size and the interterm 
statistics gathered fiom the documents suggest semantically close or distant concepts 
within the same thematic domain. 

* Hyper-dimension basai clustering provides satisfactory performance if documents 
belong to the same thematic domain, but to different h c t i o n a i  categories. 



However, in a number of cases neither of these two techniques is appropriate. Ln gened, 
Web collections may contain documents on different topics, and the documents on each 
topic may belong to different fùnctional categones. This implies that an algorithm for 
miversal Web page ciustering may have to incorporate both textual and hyper 
idonnation, 

The principal problem of cornbineci hyper-text clustering is regarding vector 
representation of Web pages. In particular, Web documents may be of various lengths 
(sizes), and in order to enable their cornparison the text-related dimensions (word 
vectors) they are required to be normalized according to (4.9). 

Word vector norrnalization actually means that only the relative information on the 
content of a Web page is preserved Accordingly, the numerical value of each word 
vector dimension d e s m i  the percentage to which the corresponding concept is present 
in the document. If the presence of one concept is significant it rnay imply that the 
presence of al1 the other concepts is negligible. From a mathematical point of view, 
normalization based on (4.9) means that al1 word vecton lie on the unit hypersphere in n- 
dimensional word vector space, as depicted in Figure 4.8 a). 

space 1 : word vector spaca spaœ 2: hyper spece 

A, - represerytaüon of document A in space i 

6, - representation of document B in space i 

d, - distance between A and B in space i 

Figure 4.8 Web page representation in word vector and in hyper space 

In contrast to text-related dimensions, hyper dimensions (section 4.3.1) can not be 
notmalized in the same manner, since most of these are not mutually dependent or 
related For example, if a Web page has significant depth weight it does not imply that its 
outward link densiîy weight is insignificant, etc. However, hyper dimensions require 



a different type of nomializatioa, as explained earlier, in order to maintain their 
numerical values within the lunits O to 1. Consequently, hyper vectors may take any 
position within the unit hypercube in the 12-dimensional hyper space, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.8 b). 

It is apparent that due to the dBerent nature of word vector and hyper dimensions it 
would be inappropriate to simply combine them in a unique hyper-text space. Therefore, 
a Web page clustering algorithrn intendeci to util* al1 available information has to 
incorporate simultaneous performances in separate word vector and hyper space. Ln 
addition, the overall distance between two Web pages has to be defined as a compound 
fiuiction of the distances in the two spaces. 

The modified ART2 algoritbm provides perfectly stable learning (clustering) for a 
sufficiently small value of the mit parameter Ap (section 3.6.1). Stable learning 
means that for a given level of clustering tolerance two items (clusters) will merge into a 
larger cluster only if the level of their mismatch is less than p, and for any higher level of 
p the two items will remain withui the same cluster. This property makes modified ART2 
very corivenient for the problem of rnulti-space clustering. In particular, an algorithm can 
ensure stable multi-space clustering only if it guarantees stable clustering within each 
individual space. 

The following section d e s c n i  the adaptive hypertext clustering (AHC) algorith, 
which is based on modified ART2. A significant property of the AHC algorithm is its 
ability to switch between text-based and hyper dimension - based clustering The 
algorithrn is proven to provide very satisfactory results regarding the clustering of Web 
documents on various topics and in various functiooal categories. 

4.4.2 An Ovewiew of the Adaptive Hypertext Clustering (AHC) Algorithm 

Figure 4.9 System for adaptive hypertext clustering 



The adaptive hypertext c l u s t e ~ g  algorithm may be defined as modified ART2 adjusted 
to the problem of multi-space vector representation (Figure 4.9). 

It can be observeci form Figure 4.9 that the main difference between the standard 
modified ART2 and AHC is in their respective measures for the distance between 
training vectors. While the standard modified ART2 uses a Euclidean metric, the AHC 
algorithm employs the formula given in (4.9) as its distance measure. 

d is the overall distance between two data points according to the AHC algorith, dl is 
the Euclidean distance calculated in one (word vector) space, and d2 in the other (hyper) 
space. 

dl - dstance in mKd vector space 

& - distance in hyper space 

Figure 4.10 Distance measure employed by AHC 

Recalling the procedure of standard ART2 (section 3.6.1), and particularly step 5 of its 
learning routine, it has to be emphasised that AHC applies (3.16) separately to word and 
hyper parts of the reference vector. In other words, whenever two prototype input vectors 
are found to be sufficiently close to each other according to (4.9), the merging will occur 
in word vector and hyper space independently from each other. 

Parameters a, p E [0,1] are adjustable, and they determine the nature of clustering. For 
example, if a = 1 and P = O then AHC produces pure text-based clustering, and Web 
pages are categorized according to their content. On the other hand, if a = O and P = 1 
the resultant clustering depends exclusively on hyper dimensions, and each cluster 
formed represents a distinguishable fundional categoxy. However, if a and B + O, both 
word vector and hyper dimensions influence the grouping of Web pages. In that case the 
ratio a@ deterrnines if textual or structural information is more decisive. 

It has been show through a number of examples that the a/p ratio shodd be relatively 
large when AHC is applied to a collection with a significant percentage of documents that 
originate fiom different thematic domains- It also should be large if a collection contains 



documents on the same topic and most of them belong to the same fwictiod category. 
On the other band, if many documents beiong to the same thematic domain but to 
different ftnctional categories the dB ratio should be smdl in order to provide sensible 
clustering. 

4.4.3 Experimeatal Results 

The first experiment performed involved the data collection of 25 Web documents 
ptesented in Table 4.3. The corresponduig URLs are given in Appendix 1 1. 

Table 4.3 

It is apparent tbat the collection containeci Web documents on three main topics: tennis, 
jazz, and neural networks. However, the group on neural networks consisted of three 
subcategories: NN index (link) pages, NN theoretical pages, and home pages of 
companies dealing with NN. 

The first twenty-five words witb the highest discrimination power according to the 
modified TFmlF rnodei, and thereby the word vector dimensions in ths case were: 

tenni. neural, JQZ, icm, byte. network. worldwid resenrch, tabl, genova. 
leam, product, amfici. gruzp, lob. recognit, confer, system, edw, ii& 

dib, download, theori, univers. scienc 

Figure 4.1 1 presents the clustering results obtained with the AHC algorithm for a= 1, 
P=û. It is apparent that pure text-based clustering provided perfect separation among the 
main thematic categories. However, it fàiled to accurately recognize the subgroups within 
the group on n e m l  networks. 

The clustering obtained with AHC for a+, f3= 1 is presented in Figure 4.12. The hyper 
dimension based clustering was more successful in discriminating among the subgroups 
of the group on NN compareci to the previous case. On the other hanci, for the given 
values of a and p, the algorithm failed to recognize the main thematic categories. 



The most accurate clustering results were obtained for a=l .O, P=0.776 (Figure 4.1 3). 
This tirne, combuiing the informaiion on the content and fhctionality of Web pages, the 
a igor ih  properly identifiai both the main groups and the subgroups. 

Figure 4.1 1 Dendogram obtained with AHC (a= 1, P=û) 
on the collection fkom Table 4.3 

Figure 4.12 Dendogram obtained with AHC (a*, P= 1) 
on the collection fiom Table 4.3 



Figure 4.13 Dendognun obtained with AHC (a= l .O, P4.776) 
on the collection fiom Table 4.3 

The second experiment concerned the data collection presented in Table 4.4. The 
corresponding URLs are given in Appendix 12. The first and last two groups in this case 
were thematically identical to the corresponding groups nom Expriment 1. However, 
the third group was replaced with the group on volleyball. Therefore, the collection 
consisteci of documents on four different topics (tennis, jazz, volleyball, and neural 
networks), and the group on neurai networks consisted of  two functional subcategories. 
The purpose of the experiment was to investigate how a variation in the number of 
distinguishable thematic domains wodd effect the ideal a/p ratio. 

1 todc (Cat@ClOnfl 1 number of documents 1 

. 

Table 4.4 

- -- 

tennis 
ian 

Words with the highest discrimination power in this case were: 

- 

5 
5 

tenni, hrtp jcr, volkybai, icon, byte, bali, netaal, network. magein. 
artifci, donwlod worldwide, educ, gam product, speech, technologi 

worid seatc2, netuon, org, su&, u21straIian, musictanship 



According to Figures 4.14,4.15 and 4.16 it is evident that the AHC algorithm for a=1 .O, 
8=0.6 produad the best resuits. It should be noticed that the parameter B was of lower 
value as compared to the previous case. This implia that the increase in the number of 
Merent topics required more emphasis to be placed on text (content) 
idormation in order to obtain a satisfactory categorization 

Figure 4.14 Dendogram obtained with AHC (a=l, P=O) 
on the collection fiom Table 4.4 

p-1369 
p-  1 190 
p- l I l 6  
p- 1 m 5  
y - I Q U  
p- a m  
p- a%9 
p-0x74 

p-0112 
0-0112 
p-0794 
p - 0 %  

y - o m  
y- QW 
0-0 501 
p-0134 
0- 0 126 
p- a m  
y-QQ2 
p- QQP 
p - a m  
p- O O U  
p-011 

p- QOlO 

Figure 4.1 5 Dendogram obtauied with AHC (a*, P= 1 ) 
on the collection fiom Table 4.4 



Figure 4.16 Dendogram obtained with AHC (a= 1 .O, P=O. 6) 
on the collection fiom Table 4.4 

In the third experiment al1 documents were on the same main topic (neural networks), 
but of different firnctionality (Table 4.6). In particular, there were five groups: NN 
companies, NN links, NN software, theory on fupy-NN, ,and theory on reinforcement 
learning However, the five groups belonged to four structural categories, since the last 
two consisteci of documents that were of content page type. The corresponding U'RL,s are 
given in Appendix 13. The purpose of the experiment was to test how the AHC algorithm 
would cope with the problem of a Web page collection from the same thematic domain, 
and partially from the same fkctional category. 

Table 4.5 

NN cornnies 
NN tink-pages 
NN soflware 

theocy on fuay-NN 
theory on reinforccmerit leaming 

The word vector space created for the collection nom Table 4.5 wnsisted of the 
following stems: 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

fu=, b~ reinforc, jm d o w n l d  imtal, applett. leam, demo, network 
percephon. systetn, product, coger. netaosofut, mdfi -hy,  group. 

content., neural, algorith, recogniî, cornput, hom. html, link 



Accordhg to Figures 4.17 and 4.18, neither the pure text-based nor the hyper dimension - 
based clustering provided satisfactoiy resuits. The text-based clustering accmtely 
recognized only the two groups that consisteci of documents of paaicular content (theory 
on jky-MV and theory on remjKiorcement Ieming)). On the other hana the clustering 
based on hyper dimensions was better at recognizing the main bctional categories. 
Evidentiy the clustering presented in Figure 4.19, obtained for a=l.O, P4.7, was the 
most accurate. 

Figure 4.17 Dendogram obtained with AHC (a=1.0, P4.O)  
on the collection fiom Table 4.5 

Figure 4.1 8 Dendogram obtained with AHC (a4.0, P= 1 .O) 
on the collection fkom Table 4.5 



Figure4.19 Dendognun obtained with AHC (a=l.O, fP0.7) 
on the collection fiom Table 4.5 

3.5 Conclusioas 

The WWW is an on-line hypertextual collection, and text-only based clustering 
techniques when applied to Web pages may not always produce satisfactory results. It is 
observed that some valuable information on the importance and functionality of a Web 
page can be extracteci fiom its hyper structure: length, number of links, etc ... The results 
obtained by experimenting with the adaptive hypertext algorithm have shown that, 
combining hyper and text similarity measures, it is possible to provide for significantly 
improved categorization in a number of situations. However, it has also been shown that 
the complexity of a collection determines the actual importance of text and hyper related 
data for Web page clustering purposes. Thus, if a collection consists of documents on 
various topics, or if most of documents belong to the same functional category, content 
based information should be dominant On the other han& clustering within a collection 
that consists of documents nom the same thematic domain may require the domination 
of hyper over textual information At the present stage the AHC algorithm allows the user 
to control the relative contri'bution of content and hyper sùnilarity measures, and thereby 
to detennine the nature of the clustering. However, M e r  work regarding AHC rnay 
incorporate methods for automatic discovery of the most convenient mode of operation, 
in order to obtain the best possible results. 
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5.1 The Software Implementation 

The methods describeci in this thesis have been entirely embedded in an autonomous 
agent, implernented in Java, and built for the purpose of Web page classification 
employing neural networks. For a given collection of Web pages, the agent is able to 
perform text-based (Figure 5.1 ), hyper dimension - based (Figure 5.2), and combinai 
hyper-text clustering (Figure 5.3). The first two types of clustering may be considered as 
the special cases of the final system. 

word-vector 
URLs space 

Figure 5.1 System for text-based clustering 



Figure 5.2 System for hyper dimension -baseci clustering 

Figure 5.3 System for adaptive hyper-text clustering 

The program beghs with a iist of URLs. For each URL, the agent retrieves its HTML 
source code, recognizs if the Web page uses fr-ames, in which case it detects ü R L s  for 
the fiames and reîrieves them replacing the original HTML source code, then separates 
the text fiom HTML tags- The agent further parses both the text and the HTML tags in 
order to extract information on the content and hyper structure of the corresponding Web 
pape. (Figure 5.4) 

The extraction of text related data is obtained by deleting non-1-n around words, 
elimimting stop wordç, and perfonning stemming operations. Furtherrnore, attempting to 
extract as much t e d  information as possible, the agent enters into the HTML portions 
and looks for ALT tags, Le. words that ALT refers to. This partly solves the problem of 
not king able to read images. A h ,  it gives larger weights, ranging fiom 1 to 5, to the 
words that appear in special HTML markups such as title, hl, h2, a,.... HyPumiit [4.2] 
recommends those weights king larger, rauging fiom 1 to 10. This has been shown 
however to give misleading results, especially in short documents, where words fiom the 
ordinaq text portions do not have a chance to achieve a comparable TF. The agent 
creates a vector of dl identified words or stems, calculating their nonnalized terni 



fkquencies TF, and adds those results îo the vectors that store stems, conesponding TF 
values, and the numbers of documents containing stems for the entire collection. 

In order to extract hyper structure related data the agent performs a number of opedoas. 
For example, based on the URL of a given page the agent determines its depth in the file 
system hierarchy. Furthemore, it look for markups such as img, and a within HTML 
tags, in order to count images and links. For each link the agent analyses its URL, and 
recognizes if it points to a Web page placed on the same site or elsewhere. For links 
which point to the same site, the agent examines if bey are of upward, downward or 
crossWise type. Also, it counts e-mail and news links, links with extensions other than 
. h M  or .htm, and links to other protocols. Finally, the agent recognizes text placed under 
links. 

Figure 5.4 Data extraction nom a Web page 

If the user requires text-based clustering (Figure 5. l), after al1 pages have been visited, 
the agent calculates inverse document fiequemies for al1 identified words, and makes a 
new list based on the modified TF/IDF of Eqn (2.2). Taking a nurnber of the most highly 
d e d  ternis, it foms a terni-vector space. Then the agent revisits the pages, calculates 
their nomialized word vector representations for the given space using the standard 
TF/IDF rnodel, and finally classifies the vectors ernploying a neural network based on 
modified ART2. 

On the other hand, if hyper dimension - based clustering is required (5.2), after al1 pages 
have been visited the agent wrmalizes the correspondhg vectors, and again perfoms a 
clustering based on modified ART2. 

However, if the user is interested in adaptive hypertext clustering (5.3), then combining 
the above mentioned procedures the agent calculates normalized word vector and hyper 
dimension - based vectors, and classifies them ushg the modified ART2 aigorithm 
adapted for multi-space clustering- 



6.1 Conciusions 

In this thesis we have presented several techniques intended to provide for rapid and 
appropriate page classification on the Web. The techniques are not limited by the 
accessibility of input data, and could be equally usefui when applied to larger collections, 
including on-line catalog and search engines, or to smaller ones, such as bookmark sets. 
Some of our methods are text (content) related, and improve the selection of the most 
salient words for a given collection Moreover, by determinhg term and inter-term 
statistics (conelations) they enable the compression of words that are irrelevant or less 
salient, and lead to subsequent analysis of the corresponding group of documents in a 
lower dimensional terni-vector space. hwer  dùnensionality irn plies substantiall y 
reduced computation requirements for a given set of document vecton. Another 
significant improvement regardhg Web page classification bas been obtained by 
employing the modified adaptive resonance (ART2) algorithm. In contrast to other 
unsuperviseci ANN learning methods, including the SOM algorithrn and hard competitive 
leaming, modified ART2 is proven to successfûlly deal with nonstationary collections of 
non-uniform document distributions. Moreover, it provides stable hierarchical clustering, 
and therefore is very convenient for highly efficient multi-level document retrieval. The 
main limitation of the ART2 algorithrn is the absence of information on input data 
topology. However, this limitation has been overcome by combining modified ART2 
with cornpetitive Hebbian learning. Moreover, modified ART2 with CHL is shown to be 
very useN in the discovery of related or relevant groups of Web documents. Findly, in 
our research we have developed an algorithrn for adaptive hypertea clustering tbat could 
be lmiversally employed. In other words, this algorithm uses only the data that is 
retrievaûle £tom HTML source codes and, in contrast to the existing techniques for 
hypertext c lus te~g ,  does not require the knowledge of publicly mavailable information. 
A significant property of the AHC algorithm is its ability to switch between text- 
based and hyper 



dimension - based clustering- Therefore, the algorithm can be easiiy adapted to provide 
the rnost appropriate Web page classification within collections of various thematic and 
hctional profiles. 

6.2 Recomrnendations for Future Work 

The techniques presented in this thesis were proven, through a amber of experiments, to 
provide satisfactory resdts. However, there are still some segments which could be 
h p r o v d  For example, at the present stage al1 the steps, from Web page retrieval to 
hypertext clustering, are automatic, except thesaunis creation for the purpose of word 
vector space dirnensionality reduction (Chapter 2). Although thesam creation slows 
down the overall pertorrnance, the improvements obtained ver@ its importance, and 
jus* the presence of huma. intervention. One way to improve the algorithm would be 
to make this step completely automatic, and yet comparable to the case when human 
assistance is involved 

Another issue which should be addressed is regarding the AHC algorithm. It has already 
k e n  mentioned that AHC allows the user to control the wabn%ution of content and 
hyper similarity measures, and thereby to determine the nature of clustering. However. if 
the user does not make a proper assumption about the relative importance of text and 
hyper related information for clustering purposes, the classification may not be 
satisfactory. Therefore, M e r  work regarding AHC could incorporate methods for 
automatic discovery of the most convenient mode of operation. There are indications that 
the discrimination power of individual word vector dimensions determines the 
discrimination power of the ovedl word vector space. if the space is of low 
discrimination power, thaî could be an indicator that for the given case more emphasis 
shouid be placed on the hyper-dimension based similarity measwe. 

It bas been stressed that in the thematic domah of neural networks, upon which we 
rnainiy focuseci, documents from the fimctional category known as pages of special 
content primarily contain links to files with extensions: .ps, .=@, &va . and .exe. 
However, pages of special content within other thematic domains could contain, for 
example, links to audio or video files. Therefore, more general application of the 
algorithm requires certain modifications in this area. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Tke Porter Algorithm for Am Remval 

AfEx removal algorithms remove su5ces &or prefixe. fiom terms leaving a stem. These algonthms 
sometÏmes also transform the d t a n i  stem. 

The Porter aigoritbm for af ik  removai consists of a set of condition/action d e s .  The conditions fàii h o  
three classes: conditions on the stem, conditions on the suilSx, and conditions on the des .  

There are s e v d  types of stem conditions. 

1. The mearwe, denoted m, of a stem is based on its alteniate vowel-consonant sequences. Vowels are a, 
e, i, O, y and y if preceded by a consonant. Consonants are al1 letters that are not vowels. Let C stand 
for a sequence of c o n m m  and V for a sequence of vowels. The masure m, the% is defineci as 

The superscript rn in the equation, which is the xneasure, indicates the number of VC 
sequences. Square brackets indicate an optional occurrence. Some examples of meSLSUfes for terms 
f0Uow. 

2. *<X> - the stem ends with a given letter X 
3. *v* - the stem contains a vowel 
4. *d - the stem ends in a double consonant 
5.  *O - the stem ends with a consonant-vowel-consoû811t, sequence, where the f i i d  consonant is not 

w, K or y. 

Measure 
m=û 
m= 1 
m=2 

The mfes are dividecl h o  steps. The d e  in a step are examinai in sequence, and only one d e  fiom a step 
can apply. The longest possible suf6x is always removed because of the ordering of the rules within a step. 

Eromples 
rnEE,TREE,Y,BY 
TROUBLE, OATS, TREE, IVY 
TROUBLES, PRIVATE, OATEN 

The algorithm is as foUows. 



(1 stepl a (word); 
step 1 b (stem); 
if (second or aiird rule of step 1 b was used) 

stepl bl (stem); 
stepl c (stem); 
step2 (stem); 
step3 (stem); 
step4 (stem); 
-psa (stem); 
step5b (stem); 1 

The d e s  for the steps of the stemmer are as foiIows. 

Step 1 a Rules 

Conditions Suffiu Rcpiacemeot Eromples 
NULL SSeS SS caresses + cares 
NULL ies 1 ponies + poni 

s NULL I 

Step 1 b Rules 

[ Conditions Suffu Replacement Esampies 

Step lbl Rules 

Conditions Suffi Replacement Examples 
NULL at ate con£iate(ed) + wnflate 
NULL bl ble troubl(ing) + trouble 
NULL iz ize siz(ed) + size 
(*d and not ( * < y o r * < Y o P a ) )  NULL hopp(ing) + hop 

tann(ed) + tan 
M(ing) + fidl 
hiss(ing) + hiss 

(m=l and *O) 



Step 1 c Rules 

Conditions Saffu Reph-tnt Examplu 
(*Pl Y 1 hapm -+ mpi 

sky + sky 

Step 2 RuIes 

Step 3 Rules 

Suffu Re~Incemen t 
icate ic 
aîive NULL 
alize d 
iciti ic 
i d  ic 
ftl NULL 
ness NUU 

Examples 
tripticate + triplic 
formative fom 
formalize -P formal 
electnciti + eiectric 
etectrical + electric 
hop& + hope 



Step 4 Rules 

Conditions Saf i  
al 
ance 
ence 
er 
ic 
able 
ible 
ant 
ment 
ment 
ent 
ion 
OU 

ism 
ate 
iti 
OUS 

ive 
ite 

cevival+reviv 
allowance + alfow 
inférence+iraer 
airtiner + airiin 
gyroscopic + gyroscop 
adjustable + adjust 
dehsiile + defens 
imtant + ki t  
replacemeni + replac 
adjutment + adjust 
dependent + depend 
adoption + adopt 
homologou + homolog 
conmiuriism+commun 
activate + activ 
anguiariti + angular 
homologous + homolog 
effective + effect 
bowdierize + bowdler 

Step Sa Rules 

Conditions S u f f i  Replacement Esmmples 
(m>l) c NULL probate -P probat 

rate + rate 
(m=l and not *O) e NLTLL cease+ceas 

Step Sb Rules 

Conditions S u f i  Replicement Ehmplcs 
(m>i and *d and *CD) NUU single letter conîroil+ control 



1924mensiond Word- Vector Space 

papa 
arbicl 
previou 
index 
List 









Clasters fomted in 
192-dimensionai Word- Vector Space 













Clmters fmmed in 
11 1-dimensional Word- Vectot Space 





MATHEMATICS : 
httpYfwww.cs.utkcdul-11i~1ennan/Classd594-MNNI 

JAVA: 





BIOLOGY: 
http ylbbf-www.uiaac. W 
büpYhvww.icege.arr.it/Biologyhtmi 





URLs of Web Pages- Table 1.1 



APPENDIX 10 

Voronoi Region and Delaunay Triangulath 

Given a set of vectors wl, ..., wli in Rn. the Voronoi Region Vi of a particuiar vector wi is de- as the set 
of dl points in Rn for which is the nearest vector. 

The partition of Rn fonned by ail Voronoi polygons is calied Voronoi Tessellation or Dirichlet Tessellation. 
i and figure iI) 

a 

0 
O 

O 

O 

O 

O O 
O 

Figure 1 Set of reference vectors Figure II Corresponding Voronoi tesseiiation 

If one connects al1 pairs of points for which the respective Voronoi regions share an edge (an (n-1)- 
dimensional h#ce for spaces of diension n) one gets the Delaunay Triangulaîion. (Figure m) 

Figure Ki Corresponding Waunay triangulation 
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